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Mark your calendar
A curated list of events and festivals  

around the country

SAGA DAWA

A holy month, Saga Dawa is celebrated with great fervour among Buddhists in Sikkim. 
Observed on a full moon day, the festival is marked with religious ceremonies, dances 
and parades. In a religious procession around town, monks chant uplifting mantras, 
and carrying the holy scriptures from the Tsuklakhang Palace (in picture). Decked in 
traditional attire, locals line the streets to receive blessings. This procession travels 
across the city of Gangtok.

Where: Gangtok, Sikkim

When: May 29

Bagdogra from New Delhi, Kolkata and Guwahati. 
Visit GoAir.in for more information

GANGA DUSSEHRA

As the name suggests, devotees pay 
homage to the sacred Ganga River. An 
occasion to celebrate the descent of 
Goddess Ganga to Earth, the 10-day 
festival is said to absolve believers of 
their sins. By evening, the river banks 
make for quite a spectacle as lit diyas 
and chants set the mood. The festival 
is held across the major ghats that the 

Where: Rishikesh

When: May 24 onwards

Rishikesh is approximately  
230 km from Chandigarh. GoAir 

from Mumbai, Ahmedabad and 
Srinagar as well as convenient 
connections. 
Visit GoAir.in for more information
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THE HIMALAYAN DASH 2018

It’s that time of the year where all roads lead to Ladakh. Witness 
India in all its glory — think apple-laden orchards, rock-cut cliff-
hanger roads and an unending landscape. The Himalayan Dash 
has announced its ninth edition which will traverse the rugged 
roads in Spiti and Ladakh. Kickstarting in Shimla, the itinerary 
will also cover Kalpa and Jispa in Himachal Pradesh. The 10-day 

Cougar Motorsport’s founder Ashish Gupta, the only Land Rover 
lead instructor in India, will helm the event. Registrations close 
on July 1.

Where: 
When: 

Chandigarh from Mumbai, Ahmedabad, and Srinagar as well as 
convenient connections.   
Visit GoAir.in for more information

BEYOND TRANSNATIONALISM:  
THE LEGACY OF POST INDEPENDENT ART 
FROM SOUTH ASIA

The exhibition is looking to showcase 
the positions (understanding of home, 
nations, and belonging) of artists of South 
Asian descent living in the United States. 
Curated by Dr. Arshiya Lokhandwala, the 
exhibition is simply posing questions in 
relevant times like these. The line-up of 
artists includes Chitra Ganesh, Krishna 
Reddy, Priyanka Dasgupta as well as 
Shazia Sikander, an upcoming American 
artist of South Asian origin.

Where: 
When: Till June 19

from Ahmedabad, New Delhi Bengaluru, 
Chennai and most other cities.  
Visit GoAir.in for more information

FESTIVAL OF BHARAT

The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts will 
be the backdrop for the second edition of Festival of 
Bharat. Supported by the Ministry of Tourism, a branch 
of Government of India, the cultural fest is touted to be 
a highlight of the country's offerings. The event includes 
a fashion show, music fest and yoga sessions to present 
the country’s cultural movement. Subramanian Swamy, 
Suhel Seth, Ira Trivedi and Jonita Gandhi among others 
will be a part of the event.

Where: 
When: 

Bagdogra, Bengaluru, Patna, Goa and most  
other cities.                                                                         
Visit GoAir.in for more information
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G o T e c h   Gadgets

Tech Update
Our pick of the latest technology  

in India

GOPRO HERO CAMERA 

Price: R18,990

IBALL BRACE-XJ

Price: R19,999

ESTEEM 6-IN-1 
EXTERNAL POWER 
CHARGER

power charger that also features wireless 

Price: R1,449
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G o B o o k s   Library 

Hemis
By Madhu Tandan
Published by HarperCollins

Price I `399

S wati believes that Akansha, 
her husband's former 

colleague, hovers over them 
like a third member in their 
relationship. Ajay is certain his 
faithfulness is beyond question. 
Whatever be the truth—a jealous 
wife or a ghostly lover—it results 
in marital estrangement. When 
Ajay decides to go for a trek 
in Ladakh, he is left stranded 

the region has ever seen.

Forced to seek shelter in 
a remote monastery in the 
Hemis Sanctuary, he meets 
two strangers—the Abbot, a 
man unlike any other, and 
Anna, a scholar from Harvard 
who carries deep guilt for her 

throws them together, each 
marked by an absent 'other'. 
Hemis is an exploration of their 
lives and how the Abbot and 
Anna’s attempts to ‘solve’ Ajay’s 
situation are, in fact, efforts to 
resolve their own dilemmas.

Outnumbered
From Facebook and Google  
to Fake News and  
Filterbubbles-The  
Algorithms That Control  
Our Lives
(featuring Cambridge Analytica)
By David Sumpter
Published by Bloomsbury

H ow do mathematics, 
statistics and algorithms 

monitor and control our lives? 
What shouldn't we worry about, 
and what ought to concern us? 
In this book, mathematician 
David Sumpter undertakes 

the algorithmic world we now 
inhabit.

Ritusamharam 
A Gathering of Seasons
Translated by A.N.D. Haksar
Published by Penguin Randomhouse

Price I `399

P erhaps the most lively and 
exuberant of Kalidasa’s 

extant works, Ritusamharam 
is an ode to nature’s bounty 
and the enduring emotional 
response it evokes among 
mankind.

Recounted as a celebration 
of the passing seasons, this 
collection of poetry attempts 
to capture the various aspects 
of love and longing through 
rich imagery: the mischievous 
moonlight that, like a pining 
lover, steals glances at sleeping 
maidens; the monsoon-bloated 
rivers that rush to the sea with 

lovemaking that is kindled anew 
at the onset of winter; the heady 
scent of mango blossoms that 
makes even the most unyielding 
of hearts quiver. Even animals, 
big and small, are swept into 
the playful pattern of the great 
poet’s lyrical homage.

Reading List 
Our top picks for the month

Price | `499

— COMPILED BY CYNTHIA LEWIS
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Escape to Sikkim
The perfect package for every pocket

FOR THE FAMILY

5 days/4 nights
R13,844 per person

Immerse yourself in new 
experiences from the bustling 
local culture of Shillong. Explore 
the waterfalls Cherrapunjee, the 
neat streets of Mawlynnong, and 
the temples of Guwahati—each 
stop has something for everyone.
Inclusive of: A/C transfers, stay, 
sightseeing

FOR THE HONEYMOONERS

5 days/4 nights
R28,032 per person

Begin your romantic holiday by the 
scenic Tshangu Lake in Gangtok and 
end it watching the sun rise over the 
Kanchenjunga peak in Darjeeling. 
Take a ride on the ropeway and soar 
over the tea estates.
Inclusive of: All transport, deluxe 
rooms, sightseeing

FOR THE WILD CHILD

3 days/2 nights
R8,522 per person

Live in the heart of the 
Kaziranga Wildlife Sanctuary, 
home to the Indian one-
horned rhinoceros. Wake up 
early and spot swamp deer 
and wild buffalo, before your 
afternoon safari through the 
Central Range.
Inclusive of: Transport to and 
from airport, stay, safari

FOR THE BUDGET TRAVELLER

3 days/2 nights
R6,962 per person

Explore the beauty of the hills on 
a shoestring budget, with a guided 
tour of Tshangu Lake & Baba Mandir. 
Stay at a centrally located hotel, with 
access to the local bazaars and the 
cultural hub of Gangtok.
Inclusive of: Transport to and from 
airport, stay, sightseeing

  Sikkim is about 23 km from Bagdogra. GoAir
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KUMBALGARH FROM JAIPUR
An ancient Mewar fortress in the Aravalli hills,  

Kumbalgarh was declared a UNESCO World Heritage 
site in 2013. Built in the 15th century, it is now a 

maze of preserved temples and abandoned gardens. 
 

See: The Neelkanth Mahadeva temple and the  
Parshvanath Digambar Jain temple

Do: Take the Heritage Fort Walk or the Jeep Safari
Nearby: The Jain temples at Ranakpur

Connect: Jaipur, 
344 km away by road 

Take-off !
 Three perfect trips within driving distance  

from these cities

BIDAR FROM HYDERABAD
A city stuck in time, Bidar's many ancient 
tombs have earned it the nickname 'The City 
of Whispering Monuments'. Look down from 
the 500-year-old Bidar Fort on the rapidly 
urbanising city below.

See: Bidar Fort, Bahmani Tombs, Mahmud 
Gawan Madrasa and Chaukhandi Tombs
Eat: Dosas at Jyothi Udupi
Shop: Bidriware, the local metal handicraft
Connect: 
Hyderabad, approximately 147km away  
by road 

DAMAN FROM MUMBAI
Built on the banks of the Krishna River, the 
city is an ode to the water body, with the 
Prakasham Barrage, the statue to river spirit 
Krishnaveni and the tourist haven of Bhavani 
island being the main attractions of this 
practically Venetian city. 

Do: Take a camel or horse-ride on Jampore 
Beach at sunset
See: The Church of Bom Jesus, Daman 
Lighthouse and Fort Jerome
Eat: Chicken Bullet at Hotel Miramar
Connect: 
Mumbai, 170km away by road

  Visit GoAir.in for more information
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  GoAir Connect   
as convenient connections. Visit GoAir.in for more information
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Southern
       Sojourn

 
Mysuru has several secrets up its  

charming sleeve and offers a rich world  
beyond the glistening royalty,  

grandiose Dasara celebrations and  
glorious monuments.

Text RASHMI GOPAL RAO

THIS SPREAD: Walk under the colourful arches of the Mysore Palace
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ABOVE: 
The Kalyana 
Mantapa 
(marriage hall) is 
an octagonal space 
with a stained 
glass ceiling. 

RIGHT:
Mysore Rail 
Museum is the 
second largest 
railway museum 
in India.

V
oted the cleanest city 
in India twice in a row, 
heritage city Mysuru 
aka Mysore, is easily 
one of the most alluring 

cities in South India. This erstwhile 
historic settlement, just under  
150 km from the bustling state capital 
of Bengaluru, is a picture of old-
world charm and endearing appeal. 
Abundant greenery, quiet residential 
localities and a way of life that is 
pleasantly slow-paced are just some 
of the traits that are characteristically 
Mysuru. The tourist favourite as we 
know it gets a makeover during the 
10-day Dasara festivities each year. 
Lakhs of tourists descend on this 
quaint city, transforming it into a 
spectacle replete with colour, lights 
and activities galore. While the city is 
synonymous with this festival and the 
renowned Mysore Palace, there is a 
whole lot to explore beyond the  
‘touristy’ trail.

RICH HERITAGE OF THE 
RAILWAYS
Right in the centre of the city, adjacent 
to its railway station, is the tiny yet 
insightful rail museum which is 
a must-visit for engine and train 
aficionados. Set up in 1979, it is one of 
the oldest rail museums of the country, 
second only to the National Rail 
Museum in Delhi.  As you get past 
the ticket station housed aptly within 
a well-maintained train carriage, you 
are greeted by a multitude of engines, 
vintage vehicles, inspection cars and 
wagons. These locomotives have 
detailed information boards spelling 
out the features of the vehicle and the 
period in which it was used, among 
other facts of significance.

The highlight of the museum is 
the Mysore Maharani Saloon that is 
housed within a special indoor section. 
This luxury train was built in 1899 by 
England’s Hurst and Nelson Ltd. at 
a cost of `29,508, a whopping figure Su
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at that time. The train was fitted 
with a bedroom that was decorated 
with chandeliers. It also came with 
an attached bathroom and a special 
kitchen. The museum is also a 
treasure trove of rail artefacts and 
has an enviable collection of hand 
signal lamps, fish plates used to 
join rails, telephone instruments 

authors, RK Narayan. Rescued in 
the nick of time when the house was 
slated for demolition by a builder 
to make way for a multi-storeyed 
structure, the museum is now owned 
and maintained by the Mysuru City 
Corporation. The house, built in 
1952, was the home of the legendary 
Rasipuram Krishnaswami Iyer 
Narayanaswami, aka RK Narayan, 
who lived here until he moved to 
Chennai in 1990.  

Just like the sunny disposition of 
his characters and stories, clusters 
of fuchsia-coloured bougainvillea 
add the right cheer to the otherwise 
all-white exteriors. A walk inside 
the house is a journey into the life 
and times of the author, with several 
of his personal belongings, books, 
photographs and other memorabilia 
on display. His personal collection 
of books, furniture, awards and 
certificates is noteworthy.  

No mention of RK Narayan is 
complete without ‘Malgudi’, an iconic 
fictitious town that was home to his 
most loved character ‘Swami’.  The 
book Swami and Friends was later 
made into a highly popular television 
series, and the museum traces this 
remarkable journey through some  
rare pictures.  

and antique teak furniture used in 
railway stations.  

THE WORLD OF THE 
LITERARY GENIUS  
RK NARAYAN
Located in the upmarket area of 
Yadavagiri is the museum dedicated 
to one of India’s most revered 
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LEFT: RK 
Narayan's house 
turned into a 
museum. 

BOTTOM: The 
Lalitha Mahal,  
the second largest 
palace in Mysore, 
is now a luxurious 
hotel.
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CLOCKWISE 
FROM RIGHT: 
Mysore silk sarees 
are popular for 
their 
minimalist 
design.

Mysore dosa and 
Mysore pak are 
a few specialities 
from the city.

DISTINCTIVE AND QUIRKY YET TRULY MYSORE
Mysore paintings: Known for their elegance, class and muted colours, this unique classi-
cal form of painting originated in and around the city.
Mysore Ganjifa cards: These are hand-painted cards that are associated with an ancient 
card game which was popular in the medieval period. There are now attempts to revive 
this art and game which no one really knows to play anymore.
Mysore peta (turban): Traditional headgear that is symbolic of the state and was the 

Mysore betel leaf: Known for their unparalled taste, this crop has also earned the  
Geographical Indicator (GI) tag that is native to this region.  
Mysore pak, Mysore masala dosa and Mysore bonda: These snacks are intrinsically 
associated with the city.  Mysore pak
royal kitchen when there was no dessert with which to end the Maharaja’s meal. The dosa 
and bonda are also equally famous foods from the city.

ON A SILK TRAIL
Mysuru, with its rich tradition of art 
and craft, is famous for the prized 
Mysore silk that is woven into the 
most elegant of sarees. The best 
place to pick up these sarees is the 
Government-run outlet established in 
1912 on Mananthavady Road in the 
city. The same complex has the silk-
weaving factory which is located right 
behind the store. Set up under the 
patronage of the Mysore maharajas 
who were great connoisseurs of fine 
art, the silk factory has separate 
sections for thread extraction, 
spinning, weaving, dyeing, washing 
and packaging. The sight of hundreds 
of looms working in tandem to create 
a variety of sarees in a plethora of 
designs and colours is nothing short of 
fascinating.  

POETRY IN STONE
A bevy of statues and idols in various 
stages of completion adorn a corner 
on the busy Chamaraja Road of 
the city. A closer look reveals a low 
compound that houses a workshop 
that is abuzz with the gentle ringing 
sound of hammers etching into the 
stone. 

This is B Basavanna Shilpi and 
Sons for you, the fifth generation of As
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stone sculptors involved in creating 
some of the finest statutes and 
religious idols that adorn the major 
landmarks and temples of the city. 
Their ancestors were instrumental 
in building the Mysore Palace from 
scratch and, ever since, they have 
remained rooted to the city with 
the craft being passed on from one 
generation to the next.  

Sculpted from steatite stone that 
is best known for its non-absorbent 
and soft texture, these sculptors are 
famous for their impeccable, ornate 
finishing that make their creations 
stand out. B Basavanna Shilpi and 
Sons also trains young children 
in the art apart from working on 
commissioned orders that pour in 
from around the world.

CORNUCOPIA OF 
FRAGRANCES AND 
LOCAL FLAVOURS
One of the oldest and most thriving 
bazaars of the country, the Devaraja 
Market is believed to be as old as 
the city itself. With separate sections 
for fruits, vegetables, flowers and 
commodities used for worship, the 
market is a riot of colours and the 
epitome of vibrancy.  The conical 
piles of violet and scarlet vermillion 
(kumkum) coupled with bright yellow 
turmeric and the perfume of incense 
along with the aroma of spices is a 
total treat to the senses.  

The best part of the market is the 
flower section that is a sight to behold. 
Retailers devouring flowers by the 
kilogram, mounds of lilies and roses 
being feverishly strung into garlands 
and prospective brides trying out the 
‘ready to adorn’ jasmine arrangements 
for their braids are a common sight.  
Do not miss the distinctive jasmine 
or 'Mysore mallige' that is a local 
speciality known for its sweet and 
long-lasting perfume. An inspiration 
for many a poem, song and book, this 
crop is registered as a Geographic 
Indication (GI) as it is native to the 
Mysuru region and its  
neighbouring villages. R
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CLOCKWISE 
FROM TOP: 
Men carve 
traditional idols 
at Chamaraja 
Road. 

The Clock Tower 
at Devaraja 
Market, Mysuru 
is known for its 
simplistic yet 
majestic details.
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Desert Rose
Text and Photographs GUSTASP AND JEROO IRANI

High in the  mountains  is  the  charming town of  L eh, 

an oasis  of  colour and p ositivity  in  an icy  des ert
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THIS SPREAD: The crystal clear water of the 
Pangong Tso Lake creates a mirror image of 

the surrounding mountains and the blue sky

Chris Piason/Shutterstock.com
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CLOCKWISE 
FROM TOP 
LEFT: 
The view from 
Chamba Camp 
at Thiksey — the 
surrounding 
mountains put on 
a show of subtle 
shades.

The vivid colours 
of the Thiksey 
Monastery stand 
out against the 
backdrop of blue 
skies.

The Indus flows 
at the base of 
one of the many 
monasteries here.

A bird takes a 
break on a rocky 
outcrop.

savoured sumptuous meals in a 
chandeliered tent and on one occasion, 
in the shadow of ancient floodlit 
chortens (Buddhist shrines). But 
the views of the Thiksey Monastery, 
draped on a mountain slope in the 
distance, kept us connected to a world 
of pure spirituality, reminding us that 
the material world is transient.

Waking up each morning to the 
sight of serrated peaks rippling across 
the horizon can be overwhelming 
and life-affirming at the same time. 
Geographically, Ladakh is a high-
altitude desert and the air is so 
rarefied that even the fittest can feel 
breathless and experience waves of 
nausea and other symptoms of high 
altitude sickness. Hence, we were 
advised to rest on our first day in 
Leh (located at 11,500 ft), which 
wasn’t difficult given our magical 
surroundings.

The next morning we tumbled out 
of our beds to attend morning prayers 

E ndless ranges of rumpled, 
snow-cuddled mountains 
unfurled below us like a 
gigantic Thangka painting. 

It was a dreamy feeling, looking down 
rather than up at the inscrutable 
mountains. The GoAir flight from 
Delhi to Leh, capital of Ladakh, a 
geographically isolated district, turned 
out to be a scenic mountain route. It 
got even more dramatic as the aircraft 
banked to align itself with the landing 
strip for Ladakh, which is hemmed 
in by a double barrier of parallel 
mountain ranges — the Himalayas 
and the Karakoram. Flying there is 
akin to gate-crashing the eyrie of some 
mountain God.

As our plane continued its descent, 
the terrain below us became muted 
but subtle — brown, barren undulating 
land slashed with sweeping strokes of 
pink, dark chocolate, purple, blue — 
interspersed with green valleys watered 
by turbulent rivers, the Indus and the 
Zanskar, the swift-flowing jade turning 
occasionally to liquid cement.

SETTLING IN
We checked into the swish Chamba 
Camp Thiksey in Ladakh (a 
30-minute drive from Leh) where 
local belles clad in traditional 
garb welcomed us to the world of 
'glamping' or glamourous camping. 
We revelled in the luxe safari-camp 
style of our tent (one of 13, pitched 
near stone-paved, flower-embroidered 
paths) where a butler was always 
at hand to cater to our whims. We 
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CLOCKWISE 
FROM RIGHT:
Young Buddhist 
monks at 
the Thiksey 
Monastery.

A row of chortans 
outside the city.

Something catches 
the eye of a senior 
Buddhist monk.

at Thiksey Monastery, labouring up 
the steep steps alongside red-robed 
monks as nimble as fleeing deer. On 
an open terrace, two monks stood 
poised with long, curved copper 
trumpets, even as the first rays 
of the sun planted a rosy kiss on 
the amphitheater of snowy peaks 
interspersed with some brown and 
fissured behemoths. The deep trumpet 
sounds were followed by calls on 
conch shells which resonated across 
the barrel-chested mountains, making 
us feel like we were adrift, unfettered 
in a world of just mountains and sky. 

As ubiquitous as the mountains are 
the white-washed medieval gompas 
or monasteries perched on them and 
strung with fluttering prayer flags that 
whispered the prayers of devotees to 
the breeze. Large gilded prayer wheels 
turning clockwise invoked divine 
grace. We were flooded with a sense 
of peace as we gazed at giant statues 
of Lord Buddha and other figures 
from the Tantric Buddhist pantheon 
in the monasteries — Avalokitesvara,  
who exemplifies the compassion of all 
Buddhas; Manjushri, who represents 
all wisdom; Vajrapani, fighter of 
spiritual battles against the forces of 
ignorance, etc.

INSIDE THE PALACE
Another icon, Leh Palace, said to 
resemble Lhasa’s Potala Palace, is a 
nine-storey structure cradled in the 
mountains. Unoccupied since 1846 
when the royals were dethroned in a 
coup and moved to Stok Palace, Leh 
Palace commands sweeping views 
from its rooftop. An uneven dusty path 
from the palace led to the 15th century 
Namgyal Tsemo Gompa, another 
Buddhist monastery overlooking 
the old quarter of Leh. Essentially 
consisting of two small temple 
buildings, one with a three-storey-high 
gold statue of Maitreya Buddha, it is 
stacked with ancient manuscripts and 
decorated with wall frescoes. Sankar 
Gompa, a 30-minute walk from Leh 
and the Shanti Stupa, built in 1991 in 
the Changspa area, are worthwhile 
stops because of the fantastic vistas 
and sense of tranquillity that Ladakh 
dishes out with such casual élan.

Each day ushered in exciting new 
discoveries. We had an encounter with 
an oracle or mystic who made some 
accurate predictions as she bowed, 
prayed and spoke to us through an 
interpreter; we watched a dusty game 
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of polo; rafted down the Indus, and 
even savoured lunch in a heritage 
home where three generations of 
a Ladakhi family had lived simple, 
sustainable lifestyles, eating what 
they grew. The cheery but toothless 
grandmother welcomed us with 
a pleasing smile. The fact that we 
couldn’t grasp each other’s language 
wasn’t a barrier. A single heartfelt 
“jullay” (a catch-all greeting) made 
her smile wider.  The elegant hostess, 
regal in bearing, had donned a long-
sleeved, ankle-length Ladakhi dress. 
She served us butter tea in delicate 
bone china cups followed by soup and 
vegetables grown organically in their 
own garden. We sat on mattresses 
covered with bright rugs and ate at 
traditional low tables, chatting like 
old friends in halting English.

The Likir, Hemis, and Lamayuru 
gompas outside Leh are larger, 

CLOCKWISE 
FROM TOP:
The imposing 
Leh Palace is 
a reminder of 
Ladakh's royal 
heritage. 

As part of the 
morning prayers, 
lamas blow 
trumpets from 
the rooftop of the 
complex.
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mesmerising monasteries which 
seem to float in a pool of piety and 
serenity. They hang precariously 
onto mountain ledges, whipped by a 
wicked wind seemingly ready to tear 
them down. We often felt dwarfed, 
insignificant in the sheer vastness 
of the landscape that encapsulated 
the town of Leh and would retreat 
to its colourful little bazaar, where 
charming eateries served the crisp 
yet fluffy butter-slathered Ladakhi 
bread (a kind of crisp round roti), 
toothsome momos, slurp-worthy 
thukpa, a rich noodle soup, and 
butter tea.

Back at our swish camp, we 
would snuggle in our tents after a 
last look at Thiksey Monastery high 
up on its mountain perch, glowing 
like an extraterrestrial spaceship in 
the light of a stainless steel moon, 
beckoning us to a finer, kinder world 
of everlasting joy!  

CLOCKWISE 
FROM TOP 
LEFT:
By the end of 
a polo match, 
the ground is a 
virtual dust bowl.

Likir Monastery is 
one of the oldest in 
Ladakh.

Monks enjoy 
a ride on a 
motorcycle.

River rafting 
enthusiasts ride 
the crest of an 
angry wave.

A Ladakhi host 
serves traditional 
butter tea. Li
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ome summer and the task of finding 
engaging getaways and activities for children 
becomes an onerous one. While adventure 
and theme parks are aplenty, there’s actually 
much more diversity available to keep them 
gainfully occupied, sometimes with even 

an element of education attached to it. Here are five such 
options across cities in the country that will keep children 
gushing long after the holidays are over.

This  summer,  head out  to  thes e  f ive 
destinations that  are  sure  to  keep  
children (and adults  too)  engaged  

and informed.

Text ANITA RAO KASHI

THIS SPREAD: 
Spend quality 
time with your 
kids this summer
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TOP: 
Trains at the 
National Rail 
Museum, including 
models from 1855, 
are a part of the 
display.

ABOVE: Enjoy 
an evening of 
entertainment 
at Kingdom of 
Dreams.

Delhi
 

T he nation’s capital is a sprawling metropolis with 
history, heritage and a plethora of sights to engage 
the whole family. But if there is one place that is 

bound to entice, it has to be the National Rail Museum. 
More than four decades old, the National Rail Museum is a 
great space to learn about history through exciting exhibits. 
There’s something inherently magical and fascinating about 
trains, and the museum attempts to satisfy this curiosity 
while also documenting the country’s rail history of more 
than 160 years. Spread across 11 acres, the museum was 
the first of its kind in the country and boasts an elegant 
octagonal building housing six display galleries with an 
outdoor area designed to resemble a railway yard. It has the 
largest number of real-life exhibits including locomotives 
and their components. Among the most fascinating of 
these is the collection of locomotives and coaches from 
princely states across the country. There are also rare steam 
and diesel engines, royal saloons belonging to erstwhile 
maharajas and a variety of artefacts. In addition, children 
will love the 3-D virtual reality experiences, simulator 
rides as well as a toy train that runs through the premises. 
For a change of scene, head to Kingdom of Dreams 
(kingdomofdreams.in) a rich amalgamation of shows, 
carnivals, heritage, art, craft and cuisine. 

NATIONAL RAIL MUSEUM: Open from 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. 
except Mondays and national holidays. Entry fee is `50 for adults 
and `10 for children. Visit nrmindia.com for more information. Su
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ABOVE AND 
RIGHT: 

Visitors get a 
glimpse into 

the lives of 
the residing 

elephants  at 
Dera Amer.

Jaipur

In the stark wilderness just behind the hills of 
Amer Fort is Dera Amer (deraamer.com), an 
outdoor recreational and adventure activity 

facility. Located in the stunning Aravalli Range, the 
camp is surrounded by a reserve forest with hardly 
any human habitation in the area, thereby making 
it an ideal getaway for families with children to 
give them a taste of a more rustic environment. A 
highlight of the camp is 'glamping', a concept now 
common which involves all the fun of camping — 
tents, the outdoors — but replaces the swarming 
insects and the brutal heat with luxury furnishings 
and service to boot. The close proximity to the camp’s 
elephants lets visitors get a glimpse into the lives of 
these gentle pachyderms and observe them as they go 
about their daily routine. If you feel like stretching 
your legs a bit, there’s a medieval temple nearby, as 
well as the dwellings of tribals and other hamlets 
which can be visited. Apart from the fort, there’s also 
a stepwell, Maji ki Baori, which is about a half-hour's 
ride away from the camp.  
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TOP RIGHT: The Outdoor Science Park features a plethora of 
exhibits on physical science.

BOTTOM: Science City is the largest science centre in India under 
National Council of Science Museums.

Kolkata

Often associated with colonial architecture, Kolkata is 
home to the largest science centre in the country. The 
Science City, more than two decades old, attempts to 

present various facets of science in an engaging atmosphere. 
Interactive and educative, the museum is a hit with both the 
young and the old. Among the most fascinating exhibits is the 
Earth Exploration Hall with the southern hemisphere on the 
ground floor and the northern hemisphere on the first floor. 
The Dynamotion Hall, as the name indicates, is all about 
various aspects of science, from physics to life sciences. It is 
engaging and can keep children occupied for hours. Space 
Odyssey, with its 3-D theatre, is possibly the most mesmerising 
section as it helps visitors explore the aspects of space. The 
Science Exploration Hall delves into the evolution of life, 
emerging technologies and many other topics. The Outdoor 
Science Park has a lot of activities based on physical science for 
children such as gravity coaster, cable cars, monorail, a maze 
and much more. 

SCIENCE CITY: Open from 9.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m. except on holidays. 
Entry fee is `50, separate prices for individual rides and shows. Visit 
sciencecitykolkata.org.in for more information.
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TOP TO BOTTOM:
Bengal tigers, elephants 
and herds of zebras 
and deer, are all part 
of the fauna you can 
catch a glimpse of 
at the Bannerghatta 
Biological Park.

big cats are housed in separate open 
enclosures in the park in their natural 
habitat. In addition, the park also 
has education aids, a museum and 
other awareness tools for educating 
visitors about eco-consciousness and 
conservation. For eco-junkies, the 
state-run Jungle Lodges and Resorts 
has a nature camp (junglelodges.com; 
`4,130 onwards per person per night) 
adjacent to the park, which is ideal to 
get an up-close experience of it.

BANNERGHATTA BIOLOGICAL PARK: 
Open from 9.30 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. Entry 
fee is `80 for adults, `40 for children for 
the zoo, and `500 for adults, 
`300 for children for the safari. Visit 
bannerghattabiologicalpark.org for more 
information.

Bengaluru

T he country’s Silicon Valley 
is also famous for being the 
knowledge capital. But in 

keeping with Bengaluru's reputation 
as the city of contrasts and surprises, 
it accommodates a beautiful 
national park just on its periphery. 
Bannerghatta Biological Park (part of 
Bannerghatta National Park) is home 
to a wide variety of fauna including big 
cats, elephants, bison, spotted deer, 
sloth bear and hyenas. At its heart is 
a sprawling zoo with more than 90 
species of mammals, reptiles and birds 
on display. 

There’s also a butterfly park which 
is estimated to attract more than 50 
species of butterflies in various sizes, 
shapes and hues. Visitors can also 
opt for a lion and tiger safari. These 
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convenient connections. 
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CLOCKWISE 
FROM TOP 
LEFT: 
A train rolls in to 
Udhagamandalam 
railway station.

A toy train chugs 
along on a bridge 
near Ooty.

Tourists go boating 
on Ooty Lake.

Children hang out 
of the windows for 
a lungful of crisp, 
fresh air.

Ooty

N estled in the Nilgiri 
mountains of the Western 
Ghats, Ooty has always 

been South India’s answer to the hill 
stations of the Himalayas. Verdant 
and swept by clouds for much of the 
year, Ooty has of late been overrun 
by crowds, especially during the 
holiday season. However, a less known 
attraction is the Nilgiri Mountain 
Railway toy train that plies from 
Mettupalayam to Ooty. If the whole 
journey sounds tedious, then hop 
on the Coonoor-Ooty stretch, which 
takes about 90 minutes. The lovely 
blue train, with quirky doors and 
box-like compartments, trundles 
high over bridges, rushes through 
tunnels and passes through hills and 
valleys, providing a never-ending 
series of spectacular views. The 
passing scenery, of hills covered in 
low-hanging clouds, mist-shrouded 
landscape and lush greenery, is 
riveting. The train passes through 
little hamlets and colonial towns with 
names such as Lovedale, Fernhill and 
Wellington. Add on more activities 
like boat rides and paddle-boat 
rides among others at the Ooty Lake 
located in the centre of the town. 
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Ooty is approximately 273 km from Bengaluru. GoAir 

connections. Visit GoAir.in for more information.
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Around India with  
Cambridge 
International
From the foothills of the 
Himalayas to the shores 
of the Arabian Sea — 
wherever you are in India, 
you’ll find a Cambridge 
school. And as parents 
and students are now 
preparing for the next 
academic year, it is the 
ideal time to learn more 
about what Cambridge  
schools can offer. 
There are so many options 
today when it comes 
to selecting an exam 
board and educational 
curriculum. We consider 
the advantages  of an 
education from Cambridge 
International, and visit 
just a few Cambridge 
schools in different 
locations across the 
country.

CAMBRIDGE 
INTERNATIONAL: THE 
ESSENTIALS
Many people, especially parents, 
are aware of Cambridge IGCSE—a 
globally recognised qualification 
taken by students in India and all 
around the world. But Cambridge 
IGCSE is just one element of a 
Cambridge education, which is an 
all-encompassing, global programme 
for students aged 5 to 19. The 
Cambridge Pathway provides high-
quality curricula, teaching and 
learning support, and internationally 
recognised qualifications. 

Cambridge International is the 
only international exam board 
that is wholly owned by a leading 
university—the University of 
Cambridge. The institution works 
with over 10,000 schools in over 160 
countries as well as 40 ministries 
of education worldwide. Previously 
known as Cambridge International 
Examinations, they have recently 
changed their name to reflect the 
breadth of the education services they 
offer. They are now called Cambridge 
Assessment International Education, 
or Cambridge International for short.

 

WHAT IS A CAMBRIDGE 
SCHOOL?
International curricula, well-
supported teaching and learning, 
internationally recognised assessments 
and links to a global education 
community: together, these make a 

Cambridge education. Cambridge 
International believes that education 
is most effective when curriculum, 
teaching and learning, and assessment 
are closely aligned. The board offers 
a wide range of subjects and flexible 
ways to teach, so that schools can 
shape their own curriculum and make 
it both exciting and relevant to their 
students. 

There are four stages in the 
Cambridge Pathway: Cambridge 
Primary (Kindergarten to Grade 5); 
Cambridge Lower Secondary (Grades 
6-8); Cambridge Upper Secondary 
(Grades 9-10 leading to Cambridge 
IGCSE); and Cambridge Advanced 
(Grades 11-12, leading to  Cambridge 
International AS and A Level). Schools 
can offer every stage, or just some of 
them.

At Cambridge Primary and Lower 
Secondary, six subjects are offered: 
English as a first language and second 
language, math, science, Information 
and Communication Technology and 
Cambridge Global Perspectives (an 
interdisciplinary subject). Schools 
are encouraged to complement and 
supplement these with other subjects 
that meet local requirements. Why 
is this done? Well, it makes the 
Cambridge Primary and Lower 
Secondary programmes highly flexible 
and gives schools the opportunity to 
combine them with the local/national 
curriculum until Grade 8. Older 
students are offered a choice of over 
70 subjects at Cambridge IGCSE, 
and over 55 subjects at Cambridge 
International AS and A Level. 
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PREPARING FOR 
UNIVERSITY
Students who shine bright at 
university not only have a deep 
knowledge of their subject, but are 
also creative, think critically, plunge 
deep into research and are open to 
collaboration with others. Cambridge 
International aims to develop students 
who are well-rounded, independent 
thinkers, helping them gain more 
desirable offers from universities, but 
also arming them with the skills they 
need to succeed in their lives beyond. 

In India, students can take their 
Cambridge exams in March, June and 
November. The March exam series 
was introduced following consultation 
with schools, and enables students to 
receive their results in time to meet 
local college admission deadlines. 
Every year, Cambridge students 
in India gain admission to leading 
universities in the country and to some 
of the best universities in the UK, 
USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, 
Germany and Spain.

Nashik (Maharashtra)

The leafy haven of Nashik is within driving distance of both 
Mumbai and Pune. Built on the banks of the Godavari River, 

Nashik is studded with archaeological marvels. The high altitudes 
that make it the perfect terrain to cultivate grapes also keep it 
cool and clean all year long. Follow the trail of the Ramayana 
and visit the Panchavati temple, the Ram Kund tank and the Sita 
Gufaa caves.

Hot tip: Visiting Nashik in the summer is a treat for sore eyes as 
the streets are lined with open boxes of mangoes just begging to 
be eaten. Grab yourself a box and enjoy!

Fravashi International School: Established in 2006, Fravashi 
offers the Cambridge Pathway curriculum from primary to senior 
secondary. The choice of subjects offered enables personalised 
learning and career planning. The Cambridge curriculum encour-

developing their skills in creative thinking and problem-solving.
Fravashi provides well-rounded development of children in 

terms of academic as well as co-curricular activities in addition to 
a secure, safe and healthy environment. It provides personalised 
support for SAT, TOEFL, CPT, NATA, CET, and JEE within the school. 
Cambridge International A Level students have a track record in 
securing admissions in top universities and colleges in India and 
abroad on merit and with scholarships. 

For more information, please visit 

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL IS THE ONLY INTERNATIONAL 

EXAM BOARD THAT IS WHOLLY OWNED BY A WORLD-LEADING 

UNIVERSITY - THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. 

Nashik is approximately 165 km from Mumbai and  

to Mumbai and Pune from Ahmedabad, New Delhi, 

Visit GoAir.in for more information.
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Mysuru (Karnataka)

The City of Kings has more to it than just its famous 
palaces and gardens. Learn about architechture from 

its many beautiful buildings, and about it's people from it's 
exciting bazaars of spices and silks. Visit handicraft centres to 
see how these traditional fabrics are made and perhaps even 
try your hand at the loom.

Hot tip: The city is famous for its practice of Ashtanga yoga 
and has many acclaimed schools teaching the same. Grab a 
quick class to learn from the masters.

I Can: The Learning Centre School: For the past two years, 
I Can has been offering Cambridge Primary and Cambridge 
Lower Secondary and plans to introduce Cambridge Upper 

of Cambridge IGCSE examinations will be held in 2020.
Holistic in its approach, I Can offers a safe environment for 

a child to explore their artistic side even as they move from 
strength to strength academically. The school focuses on 
building skills and values along with knowledge to prepare 
each learner for their future. For example, I Can's theatre 
club Chakalaguli gives learners an opportunity to take part in 
productions and learn the nuances of theatre. They also have 
an art festival, Kalayatra. They continue to focus on poetry, 
prose and short stories which are published annually. They 

community service. I Can is deeply rooted in the philosophy 
that believes every child “CAN”.

For more information, please visit icanschoolmysuru.com

Kochi (Kerala)

The cobblestoned lanes and towering fort walls of Fort 
Kochi tell of a bygone era when India was the focal point of 

the global spice trade. Known as the Queen of the Arabian Sea, 
Kochi has preserved its rich multicultural heritage, with mosques, 
ancient churches and temples all coexisting. Take the chance to 
introduce your children to the local history at the many museums 

Hot tip: Rent cycles and plan your own little tour. The area is tiny 
enough to see on foot, but the cycles will give your tour an added 
charm. 

GPS International School: Established in 2006, Global Public 
School (GPS) offers Cambridge Upper Secondary and Cambridge 
Advanced courses.

GPS recommends that parents choose a school which has a 
nurturing, safe environment and a strong team of inspirational 
teachers. A school must believe in lifelong learning and should be 
equipped to impart skills that go beyond the school years.

GPS has a strong emphasis on academics and character 
building with a provision for accelerated learning. The school 
offers learners a wide range of subject options to choose 
from. It focuses on the all-round development of each learner 
and encourages sports, debates, performing arts and runs 
a Model United Nations (an educational simulation to learn 
about diplomacy and international relations). The extended day 
programme helps every learner go beyond academics to explore 
their skills and hobbies. The school also has a strong parent 
partnership programme.

 
For more information, please visit  
globalpublicschool.org

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL BELIEVES 

THAT EDUCATION IS MOST EFFECTIVE WHEN 

CURRICULUM, TEACHING AND LEARNING, AND 

ASSESSMENT ARE CLOSELY ALIGNED. 

Mysuru is approximately 150 km from Bengaluru. GoAir 

Visit GoAir.in for more information.
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Guwahati (Assam)

Guwahati is often called 'the Gateway to the Northeast'. 
What's beautiful about the city is its residential areas, 

the back lanes of little one-storey houses and colonial-era 
buildings that have culture spilling out of their windows. 
The quaint streets of old Guwahati border the Brahmaputra 
River and feature numerous interesting buildings such as the 
Courthouse and the Guwahati Planetarium.

Hot tip: 
animal mascot, the Gangetic Dolphin of the Brahmaputra. 
Don't miss a chance to take a boat out onto the river and 
observe them more closely.

International School Guwahati: -

materials. The school believes that the Cambridge curriculum 
facilitates creative thinking, reasoning and problem solving 
among learners, besides offering a wide choice of subjects. 

a strong channel of communication between parents and 
teachers. The school strives to build individuals with strong 
academic and social skills and offers an environment where 
students are taught to be creative and independent learners.

promoting environmental issues, which helps raise 
compassionate individuals who care about sustainable growth. 
The school aims to amalgamate the Cambridge curriculum 
with folk and regional cultures through various activities. The 
school offers special activities like sports, music, arts and 
swimming and has clubs for astronomy, science and animal- 
lovers.

For more information, please visit intschghy.org

Ajmer (Rajasthan)

Ajmer is one of Rajasthan's most important cities in terms 

Muin-ud-din Chisti who founded the Chistiya order, the most 

have the time, make a trip to the nearby town of Pushkar for a 

Hot tip: Don't forget—you're travelling to a desert. Remember to 

and a hat.

Mayoor School: 

offer include summer schools, a variety of sporting activities, an 

education in an environment which nurtures inquisitiveness and 
helps develop young minds. 

of a progressive and comprehensive educational institution to be 
found across the country.

For more information, please visit mayoorschool.org

THERE ARE OVER 430 CAMBRIDGE 

SCHOOLS IN INDIA, AND YOU’LL 

FIND THEM IN 24 STATES ACROSS 

THE COUNTRY, IN ALL METROS AND 

SMALLER CITIES. 
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Kozhikode (Kerala)

Kozhikode, formerly known as Calicut, was 
once the main trading centre for the global 

spice trade and the capital of the erstwhile Zamorin 
dynasty, a position of importance and international 

and architecture. See the Mananchira Square, a 
former courtyard of the Zamorins and the 650-year-old 
Kuttichira Mosque for a glimpse into this past. 

Hot tip: Don't miss a meal at the iconic Paragon 
Restaurant, a name that is practically synonymous 
with the city.

Sadhbhavana School: Sadhbhavana School believes 
in global citizenship and thinks the vast subject choice 
offered by Cambridge International gives learners an 
opportunity to choose from a wide range of careers.

Sadhbhavana is the only school in India that 
follows the Understanding by Design (UbD) pedagogy 
developed by Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins. 
The key features include a well-equipped special 
education department called 'Disha' functioning 

called 'Kalakshetra', a science park which has the 
equipment required to enable children to learn 
science concepts in a fun and interactive manner, 
and a radio station called 'Radio Doodle' which fosters 

Sadhbhavana has a unique club called COSS Club 
which provides children with opportunities to reach out 
to the community.

For more information, please visit  
sadhbhavanaschool.org

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL AIMS TO DEVELOP 

STUDENTS WHO ARE WELL-ROUNDED, INDEPENDENT 

THINKERS, HELPING THEM TO GAIN MORE DESIRABLE 

OFFERS FROM UNIVERSITIES, BUT ALSO ARMING 

THEM WITH THE SKILLS THEY NEED TO SUCCEED AT 

UNIVERSITY AND IN LIFE BEYOND.

Kozhikode is approximately 181 km from 

Hyderabad, and Chennai and convenient 

GoAir.in for more information.
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Gangtok (Sikkim)

Set against the majestic backdrop of the Himalayas, 
Sikkim was until very recently an independent 

mountain kingdom, joining the Indian state only in 1975. 
Thus it still retains a strong and distinctly unique culture 

beautiful religious murals and massive sculptures. Sikkim 
is a visual feast of thickly wooded valleys and snow-topped 
mountains.

Hot tip: Sikkim went "all-organic" in 2016, so don't feel guilty 
about second or even third helpings of their delicious, 
nourishing cuisine.

Taktse International School: Taktse International School 

opened, and offers Cambridge Lower Secondary, Cambridge 
Upper Secondary and Cambridge Advanced curricula.

The institute allows students to nurture their curiosity 
by challenging theories, therefore providing them with the 
opportunity to explore beyond their boundaries. A choice of 
exam series allows students to learn at their own pace and to 

Parents should opt for a physically safe environment 

securely. It follows a wholesome curriculum that gives 
emphasis to academic excellence as well as co-curricular 
activities. Students explore the local culture through regular 

To encourage a culture of reading, the school has created 
a reading block called DEAR: Drop Everything and Read, 
with a mathematical sister-programme called DEAC: Drop 
Everything and Calculate, where math activities are led by 
teachers and students to infuse a passion for mathematics. 

For more information, please visit taktse.org

the school. It is important that the school is a learning community 
where the adults and children get to develop their skills together.

With a mission to attract and develop good students from all 
backgrounds, The Doon School has developed a needs-based 
scholarship programme available to students irrespective of their 
socio-economic background. With scholarships from 20–100%, 
The Doon School is a school for everyone.

For more information, please visit doonschool.com

Dehradun (Uttarakhand)

The capital of Uttarakhand, Dehradun is set in the 
Doon Valley between the Ganga and the Yamuna in the 

foothills of the Himalayas. At the very centre of the city is the 
six-sided Ghanta Ghar clock tower. Apart from the lovely colonial 
architecture, the charming hill-station has many exciting places 

Nanaksar and the Mindrolling Monastery in Clement Town.

Hot tip: Dehradun's many cliffs, slopes and rivers make it a great 
place to paraglide, ski or even just kick back on a sunny after-
noon and angle for some trout.

The Doon School: Established in 1935, the Doon School is one 
of the oldest educational institutions in the area, and practically 
a tourist attraction itself. The school offers Cambridge Lower Sec-
ondary and Cambridge Upper Secondary curricula, which includes 
Cambridge IGCSE. The Doon School is a fully residential school 
with a curriculum that offers academics, sports, clubs, societies, 
publications, adventure and leadership programs. The students at 
Doon School learn to live, work and play alongside their teachers 
for a period of six years to create a strong sense of community.

The Doon School believes that before making a decision, 
parents should visit the school, meet the students and teachers 
and try to understand if they are happy with the idea of joining 

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL  
IN INDIA
There are over 430 Cambridge schools in India, and you’ll 
find them in 24 states across the country, across metros 
and smaller cities. These are just a few Cambridge schools 
in some of the country’s more interesting destinations 
– to see the full list of Cambridge schools in India visit 
cambridgeinternational.org/findaschool

Dehradun is approximately 167 km from Chandigarh. 

Ahmedabad, Mumbai and Srinagar and convenient 
connections from Goa, Bengaluru and Chennai. Visit 
GoAir.in for more information. 

Gangtok is approximately 123 km from Bagdogra. 

New Delhi, Kolkata and Guwahati and convenient 
connections from Ahmedabad. Visit GoAir.in for 
more information. 
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Text BINDU GOPAL RAO

he mango isn’t called the 'king of fruits' for nothing. The versatility 
of mangoes stems from the fact that they can be used in so 
many ways in your diet such as in smoothies, juices, lassi or 
aam panna (a raw mango drink). You can also have raw mango 
salad, raw mango chutney, mango shrikhand, mango jam and, 
of course, mango rice. “Mango salsa is a refreshing way to use 

the fruit. There is no end to the ingredients and combinations you 
can experiment with. Mangoes pair well with shrimp as well as with 

chicken,” says chef Ranveer Brar.
And while mangoes may have a bad reputation because of their sugar content, 

they do come with their share of benefits. “In Ayurveda, mangoes are considered 
to be useful in balancing all the doshas in the body specially the vata dosha (which 
controls the movement of the mind and the body). The mango finds a place in 
Ayurvedic cooking because it also fulfils the need of sapt dhatu (seven tissues 
according to Ayurveda) in the body,” says Diwakar Balodi, senior sous chef at 
Ananda in the Himalayas, the luxury destination spa-resort. 

mango
bites

THIS SPREAD: Pick from a mind-boggling variety of mango-based desserts at Monkey Bar 
— mango tarts, mango tres leche, mango lassi kulfi, mango falooda ice-cream sandwich! Sa
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CLOCKWISE 
FROM TOP: 
Aam panna is a 
popular summer 
drink.

The traditional 
Andhra mango 
pickle is made with 
raw mango, 
mustard seeds, 
fenugreek seeds and 
red chillies.

A fresh mango 
salsa makes for an 
easy appetiser.

A tall glass of 
mango lassi is a 
refreshing treat in 
the summers.
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REGIONAL 
SPECIALITIES
During the summer, most local 
Indian cuisines incorporate mangoes 
as a flavouring ingredient. While it 
is common to toss mangoes into a 
salad or make pickles this time of the 
year, they can also be added to your 
fish curries. “There are also dishes 
like pazha manga from Kerala, a 
curry made with ripe mangoes — 
seed included. Aamras is a favourite 
breakfast preparation in Maharashtra. 
Puri with aamrakhand (mango 
shrikhand) is eaten across western 
India,” says Sudhir Nair, executive 
chef, at Courtyard by Marriott and 
Fairfield by Marriott in Bengaluru. 

Eating chopped mangoes with rotis 
for breakfast is commonplace. In fact, 
each region has its own interpretation 
of the tropical fruit. 

There's avvakai mango pickle and 
mamidikaya pappu (an Andhra style 
mango dal preparation); Gujarat is 
famous for its chunda (raw mangoes 

shredded and dissolved in sugar and 
spices). The tangy prawn and mango 
preparation is a Goan specialty, and 
drinks like aam panna are consumed 
across India. 

A HEALTHY TWIST
In the hot and humid weather, 
mangoes boost the immune system by 
providing the body with vitamin A and 
C and multiple types of carotenoids. 
They make the body more alkaline, 
thereby acting as a shield against 
viruses.

Alok Anand, executive chef at JW 
Marriott Kolkata, lists the goodness of 
the juicy stone fruit. “Eating mangoes 
cools the body down instantly and 
thus prevents heat strokes. The 
enzymes present in mangoes also aid 
digestion.” 

Ishan Shah, co-owner of MAIA 
- Eat, Bake, Mom, a restaurant in 
Bengaluru, explains how to eat  
the fruit. “Mangoes are said to 
generate extra heat in the body. To 
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counter this, the secret is to soak 
mangoes in water for about three 
to four hours before consuming 
them. This reduces the heat in 
the fruit.” Incidentally, the leaves 
from mangoes are considered to 
be nourishing too. Simply boil the 
leaves in water and drink. This 
decoction is assumed to help control 
blood sugar. 

TRADITIONS GALORE
Mangoes have been associated with 
religious ceremonies for ages. Its 
leaves are considered auspicious 

and are hung from the archways of 
the front doors in Hindu homes. 
“Mango leaves are used in rituals and 
ceremonies to keep negative energies 
away,” points out Shradha Srivastava, 
a wellness and diet consultant with 
Healthians, a home diagnostic 
testing service. Mango twigs are used 
for havan, a religious fire meant to 
appease the gods in Hindu culture. 

With the rise of Buddhism, 
mangoes came to represent faith 
and prosperity among the religion’s 
followers. “Mangoes were exchanged 
as gifts and became an important 
tool of diplomacy. During this period, 
Buddhist monks took mangoes 
with them wherever they went, 
popularising the fruit,” explains 
Y Kalyan, pastry chef at Monkey Bar. 

And now, as it is officially the 
season for this much-loved fruit, 
make sure you add this dash of 
goodness to your diet and embrace 
the mango in all its myriad forms. 

ABOVE: 
This raw mango 
fish curry is 
a traditional 
preparation from 
Kerala.

RIGHT: Raw 
mangoes are the 
perfect ingredient 
for a chilled 
summer drink.
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• A medium-sized ripe 

mango provides about 

100-110 calories.

• In Buddhist lore, 

Lord Buddha is 

shown resting in a 

grove of mango trees.
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• Mangoes contain about 20 

different vitamins and 

minerals which make it a 

super fruit.
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  GoAir Connect   
as well as other convenient locations. Visit GoAir.in for more information.

THIS SPREAD: 
Fish Bouillabaisse, a 
traditional fish stew 
from Marseilles, finds a 
place in Pondy cuisine.
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WHAT 
IS PUDUCHERRY 

CUISINE? 
For some, it is  the Franco-Puducherry 

style of cooking, the sort that gained 
currency in the early 2000s with restaurants like 

Satsanga and Rendezvous making an impact. In the 
aughts, it was fish bouillabaisse, a traditional fish stew 

that originated from Marseilles. In the French version, 
the broth is first cooked before adding the seafood while 
the broth and seafood are both cooked together in the 
Pondy version. For millennials and solo travellers, it’s the 
international slant that some of the town’s newer cafes 
and restaurants have espoused. And then there are those 
who argue that it ought to be the traditional food that 

has survived in Puducherry’s homes for centuries, 
even before the French stamped their influence 

on the region’s cuisine.
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Pondy’s food scene gained 
momentum probably at the beginning 
of this millennium. The East Coast 
Road that now hugs the Bay of 
Bengal all the way from Chennai to 
Puducherry brought the first bunch 
of day-trippers from the metro. 
Food, usually lunch at then iconic 
restaurants like Rendezvous, was 

always a part of the itinerary.  
Soon tales about the city’s charms 

spread across the country and the 
destination became a magnet for solo 
travellers and escapists who came for 
their share of downtime. Quite a few 
heritage homes morphed into intimate 
boutique hotels and eventually the 
restaurants and cafés followed suit. 

Almost all the action was centred 
around White Town. It may have 
sounded politically incorrect in the 
2010s but this was the nomenclature 

associated with the French Quarter 
along the Bay of Bengal. Many of these 
hotels were unaffiliated to large hotel 
chains with minimal interference from 
the dreaded ‘corporate office’. It also 
gave the chefs a licence to experiment. 
It’s probably how some restaurants 
like Neemrana's Carte Blanche at 
Hotel de l’Orient began to peddle their 
version of Creole cuisine. It certainly 
wasn’t anything like the Creole version 
I’d tried at New Orleans. To put things 
in perspective, it was a fusion of sorts. 

Auroville, Puducherry’s unique and 
‘forward-thinking’ attempt at creating 
an international community made a 
huge impact on the town’s food scene. 
From bakery treats at Auroville Bakery 
to the high-quality cheese produced at 
Mango Hill, there’s a whole lot of local 
produce in the mix. 

Auroville is also close to some of the 
beach resorts that have begun to dot 
the East Coast Road along the outer 
fringes of the town. Dune is one of 
these resorts where organic produce is 
part of their F&B philosophy. We look 
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at some of the quintessential dining 
experiences that you might want to 
bookmark for the next time you are in 
the Riviera of the East.

 
The Big Chill: Both my 
favourite F&B spots in this colonial 
settlement are in the heart of the 
French Quarter. More than a decade 
ago, Amethyst that was housed in a 
heritage home, set the template for 
the perfect café. It was almost like a 
rewind to a colonial past where things 
moved at a relaxed pace. 

Coromandel Café in White Town 
is an attempt to recreate the magic 
except that this all-new dining 
experience is housed in Le Maison 
Rose. This French colonial-era 
building gets its name from its 
pale pink exteriors. The interiors 
don’t follow any templates though. 
Furniture from Jodhpur rubs 
shoulders with Athangudi tiles from 
Chettinad. It’s the same with the menu 
that tweaks quite a few European 
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signature dishes with Indian 
influences. There’s a huge emphasis 
on local produce in their kitchens 
and their desserts are crafted by their 
culinary team. The relaxed vibe is the 
perfect antidote for travellers from 
Chennai who have negotiated bumper-
to-bumper traffic on their way to the 
union territory. 

Villa Shanti, a charming boutique 
hotel with a restaurant where tables 
are impossible to find during the 
weekend, shares a similar vibe. The 
menu epitomises the free spirit that 
many Puducherry restaurateurs 
possess — never restricting itself 
to a ‘cuisine type’. Their Thai-style 
Prawn and Pomelo Salad are just as 
scrumptious as their grilled fish or 
their Orange and Almond Cake. 

Creole connection: Creole 
cuisine is a term that you will usually 
hear at any destination which the 
French have called home. From 
New Orleans to Mauritius, there 
are different versions of Creole that 
usually integrate local influences with 
French cuisine. I first stumbled upon 
Creole cuisine at Carte Blanche, the 
cosy restaurant that used to be at the 
Hotel de l'Orient. 

And then there’s Le Dupleix, 
the 18th century mansion that has 
morphed into a charming hotel with 
a central courtyard. This hotel also 
features a ‘Pondicherry cuisine’ section 
on its restaurant menu that includes 
nouvelle dishes like a Rasam with 
Coconut Milk and Shrimp. 

Southern Comfort: You 
wouldn’t want to visit the town and 
not sample local cuisine that has stood 
the test of time. Surguru has long 
been a favourite with locals especially 
at breakfast. This business hotel 
for the busy commercial quarter of 
Puducherry has also added a smaller 
restaurant—Surguru Spot, in the 
French Quarter where you can dig 
into their popular dosas with piping 
hot sambar. Wash it all down with a 
refreshing tumbler of filter coffee.

CGH Earth’s Maison Perumal 
is another must-visit F&B spot for 
local cuisine. Unlike most heritage 
hotels that are in the French Quarter, 
Maison Perumal, a 130-year old 
Chettiar mansion, is further west in 
the erstwhile Tamil Quarter. The hotel 
organises market visits and cookouts 
with the chef and most of the produce 
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— like the fish in their delicious curry 
leaf-coated fish, is sourced locally. 

Day trip: Most visitors in 
Puducherry rarely leave the comfort 
of the French Quarter. But a day trip 
to Auroville and down the East Coast 
Road towards Chennai can be quite 
rewarding. Mango Hill in Auroville, 
is a popular pit-stop for high-quality 
cheese. I’d certainly recommend the 
Auroville Bakery and Restaurant for 
breakfast. They keep things simple 
here—melt in your mouth croissants 
with fluffy omelettes and you can pack 
one of their cinnamon rolls for the 
drive back. Of all the beach resorts 
around Pondy, Dune is probably the 
most distinctive. The resort has a 
large 35-acre footprint and pets are 
welcome at their all-day diner – F.U.N. 
The restaurant’s Millet Biryani is one 
of the many healthy options on their 
menu. 
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Best Apps for Business Travellers      
 Get the most out of your smartphone with our hand-picked collection  

of apps to boost your business.

Dropbox
The cloud 
is no longer 
the future—
it’s already 
here. Most 
cloud-

management 
apps don’t 
just keep 

handy when you need to 
access them on the go.  
You don’t have to stuff your 
iPad or smartphone with the 

 
You can just dump them in  
the Dropbox folder and  
access them from multiple 
devices without a fuss.  
With apps like Dropbox  

 
also make edits while  
you’re in transit.

Hotel Tonight
Not all 
business 
travel is 
planned in 
advance. 
Whether it’s 
a sudden 
trip or an 
unplanned 
extension 
to squeeze 
in another 

need to make last-minute hotel 
reservations. I’m one of many 
business travellers who have 
found this app quite handy 
across the world. The app 
trawls booking engines and 
gathers the best last-minute 
hotel deals by area. Aside from 

the ratings and reviews of 
each of these hotels.

Evernote
Apple’s 
newest 
iPads bring 
Apple Pencil 
functionality 
to the entire 
range (not 
just the iPad 

the case 
before). This 

allows you to turn your tab 
into a note-taking device—
something Samsung Note 
users love their phones for. 
Whether it’s vital notes from a 
business meeting or doodles 
when the boss is looking the 

them up. Evernote allows 
you to add images to your 
notes and even organises 

according to dates.

DocuSign
Even 
though 
we're well 
into the 

not all 

clients are 
content 
with email 
approvals. 
If you’re 

still a part of this fast-

could come in handy for 
any documents that need 
your signature. The paid 
version offers tremendous 

signed documents. You 
will also be able to store 
documents on the cloud 
and access them from 
multiple devices. 

XE Currency
If you 
prefer 
using your 
personal 
credit card 
instead 
of a 
company-
provided 
Forex 

might be a 
good idea to keep tab of 
currency movements while 
you’re on long business trips. 
XE Currency’s app brings the 
functionality of the popular 
website to the app with the 
latest currency updates.

— COMPILED BY ASHWIN RAJAGOPALAN
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G o L i f e s t y l e   Grooming

Shaving is something that 
most men do on a daily 
basis, yet never master 
despite spending a good 
chunk of their lives 

hunched over the bathroom sink. It is 
hard to fault them completely for it—
they generally never get good advice 
when starting to shave at a young age, 
and the mistakes are passed down 
through the generations. From using 
the right razor to ditching old-school 
aftershaves, here’s everything you’ll 
ever need to know in order to get the 
perfect close shave.

Shave 
  Supreme

Getting a perfect shave is both 
an art as well as a science.  

Here are a few tips for the suave  
business traveller of today. Al
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G o T r a v e l   Grooming

Once you have the right tools, it’s just a matter of using them the right way. For 
example, having a sharp razor at your disposal means you do not have to press it 
hard against the skin. A gentle gliding motion is good enough even for the closest 
of shaves; pressing the razor down hard will not give you a closer shave but it will 
increase the chances of you getting nicks and cuts. Similarly, one stroke of the 
razor gets the job done. There is no need to go over the same area repeatedly 
unless you are looking forward to a bad case of razor burn.

The most important shaving technique isn’t what you should do, but what you 
mustn’t at all costs: never, ever, shave against the grain. Going against the grain—
i.e. the direction opposite to which the hair is growing—causes the razor’s blade 
to snag on the hair follicles. This means the hair follicle is more likely to be tugged 
out of the skin than cut through cleanly by the blade. The result is unsightly red 
razor bumps and a high risk of ingrown hair, not to mention the long-term damage 
that shaving against the grain can cause to the skin.

THE PREP WORK
Your pre-shave ritual, or lack thereof, 
has a big say in how your shave turns 
out. If you choose to forgo prepping 
your skin the right way, you’ll only 
have yourself to blame for a bad 
shave, as well as any nicks and cuts 
suffered. Start by washing your face 
with a regular facewash in order to get 
rid of any oil and dirt build-up—use 
warm water so that it opens the pores 
in your skin. If possible, wrap a hot 
towel around your face for a couple 
of minutes; this will really open up 
the pores as well as soften the skin for 
shaving. 

THE AFTERSHAVE
Your shaving ritual does not stop once 
the razor has done its job. Remember 
those pores you opened up with 
warm water and the hot towel wrap? 
It’s time to close them good with 
some splashes of cold water. It’ll 
also help to tighten up the skin and 
make it feel even smoother to the 
touch. As for the aftershave, avoid 
any that contain alcohol. While these 

old-school aftershaves also double 
up as antiseptics, they dry out the 
skin considerably. Instead, choose 
from a range of aftershave balms and 
lotions that provide the same level of 
antiseptic protection but moisturise 
the skin instead of drying it out.

THE RIGHT TOOLS
Lathering the stubble correctly is 
crucial since it softens the beard 
follicles, making them easier to 
cut through. Your run-of-the-mill 
shaving foams and gels may be 
convenient, but are far from what 
is ideal for your shaving needs. A 
shaving cream or soap, whipped into 
a foam and applied liberally on your 
cheeks and neck using a shaving 
brush is the right (and only) way 
to do it. Not only does the shaving 
brush ensure that every follicle is 
well-covered with lather but it also 
acts as a little exfoliator. Just steer 
clear of brushes with synthetic tips; 
badger, boar or horse hair bristles 
are the way to go. If your stubble is 
extra tough, which it could be if you 

haven’t shaved for days on end, use 
a pre-shaving oil before lathering up 
to really soften those hair follicles.

With regard to the razor, we say 
ditch the generic multi-blade razors 
sold over the counter. A five or 
seven-blade razor will not offer you a 
closer shave than a one or two-blade 
razor, unless your goal is to also peel 
off a sliver of your skin. A straight 
razor is undoubtedly the best way to 
get a close shave. This is why barber 
shops around the world continue to 
use straight razors. A good straight 
razor is a worthwhile investment 
since, with proper sharpening, it 
can last for your entire lifetime. 
However, it is not the most forgiving 
way to shave—unless you have 
mastered the art of straight razor 
shaving, deep nasty cuts are just a 
nick away.

The safety razor is our pick for 
the most ideal everyday shaving 
instrument. It provides the close 
shave of a straight razor, combined 
with the safety and convenience of 
the common store-bought ones. 
With cheap yet highly effective 
blades that can be swapped out in 
a jiffy, a safety razor does not have 
to be sharpened and whetted like 
a safety razor, and yet it delivers a 
far superior shave to your existing 
9-blade, battery-operated, celebrity-
endorsed, vibrating plastic razor 
with quite expensive replacement 
heads. 

TIPS AND TECHNIQUE
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A date with the   
 wilderness

Text and Photographs RASHMI GOPAL RAO

L ocated in  the  Terai  region of 
Uttar Pradesh,  Dudhwa is  a 
kaleidos cop e  of  lands cap es, 

f lora and fauna .  A unique 
ecosystem,  it  forms an ideal 

habitat  for  elusive  sp ecies  l ike 
the  B engal  t iger,  one-horned 

rhino and swamp deer.

Swapan Banik/Shutterstock.com

T
he fourth largest and 
most populous state of 
India, Uttar Pradesh is 
divided into the Terai 
region of the north, 
the central Gangetic 

plains and the southern plateau. The 
Shivaliks, which are the southern-
most range of the Himalayas, slope 
down the state to a region called 
the Bhabhar, a thickly forested area 
watered with innumerable streams 
and rivers. Beyond that is the Terai 
region, characterised by grasslands, 
sal forests and marshy swamps. A 
gem here is the Dudhwa National 
Park located in the Lakhimpur Kheri 
district along the Indo-Nepal border.  

G o T r a v e l   Wildlife
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FROM THEN TO NOW
The Dudhwa National Park was 
established in 1977 and much of 
the credit is attributed to renowned 
conservationist Billy Arjan Singh.  The 
park was first established as a wildlife 
sanctuary in 1958. Today, it is part of 
the famous Dudhwa Tiger Reserve. 
The park consists of an area of 
490 sq km with a buffer area of 
190 sq km. Watered by the Mohan 
and Suheli rivers, Dudhwa is rich in 
natural resources that include 
19 per cent grasslands and about 
30 per cent wetlands. Monsoons in the 
park witness a deluge of elephant grass 
that grows as tall as six metres high.  

A SIGHT TO BEHOLD
Unlike other national parks that 
witness heavy commercial activity, 
Dudhwa is relatively quiet and serene. 
There is nothing more rejuvenating 

ABOVE: 
Elephants gear up 

for a safari ride.

 RIGHT:
A crested serpent 

eagle utters a 
shrill call.
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than waking up to the chirping of 
birds and picture-perfect verdant 
views. An early morning safari is an 
ideal way to kick-start your day. Fresh 
air, tall trees, dense foliage and the 
tender rays of the sun penetrating 
through the green canopy make for a 
truly magical sight. The sunsets are 
just as captivating as the sunrises, 
and an evening safari drive into the 
grasslands is a must.

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP:
A peacock struts 
through the grass.

A pied hornbill tucked 
away in the foliage.

The Siberian or eastern 
stonechat belongs to  
the flycatcher family

The cheerful calls of the 
grey-headed canary 
flycatcher are distinct.

DIVERSE FAUNA
The fact that species earlier thought 
to have been extinct, like the hispid 
hare and the Bengal florican, have 
been rediscovered here, speaks 
volumes about the rich ecosystem of 
Dudhwa. The park boasts close to 
400 species of birds, more than 35 
species of mammals and about 16 
species of reptiles. The main reason for 
this biodiversity is the healthy mix of (b
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ecosystems that helps sustain a wide 
variety of animal life. The avifauna 
in the park include owlets, eagles, 
woodpeckers, plum-headed parakeets, 
hornbills and a host of waterbirds like 
pond herons, egrets, kingfishers and 
storks. In addition, it is a favourite 
with several migratory species like 
storks, pelicans and coots. Given its 
rich avifauna, Dudhwa is a popular 
haunt with avid birdwatchers and 
wildlife enthusiasts.  

Reptiles like marsh crocodiles, 
turtles, gharials and tortoises can 
be commonly spotted in the marshy 
lands. Jackals, civets, jungle cats and 
leopards are also common.

CELEBRITIES TO 
WATCH OUT FOR
It goes without saying that the 
biggest draws at Dudhwa are the 
Bengal tigers, one-horned rhinoceros 

ABOVE:
A raptor perched 
on a bare tree 
keeps an eye out 
for prey.

RIGHT:
A one-horned 
rhinoceros slips 
away into the 
grass.

G o T r a v e l   Wildlife
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NJOY  YOUR  TRIP  

Just like all other natural 
resources, wildlife sanctuaries 

and national parks are treasures 
that need to be conserved and 

respected, as they go a long way 
in protecting our environment 

and maintaining ecological 
balance. Here are some simple 
guidelines to help preserve the 

sanctity of the forests. 

 
 Always follow the rules and visit only during the designated hours reserved for safaris and  

 public visits.
 
 Drive slowly, do not make loud noises or play loud music. Never smoke.  
 Make sure you wear neutral, earthy hues that blend with the natural surroundings. Do not  

 wear anything bright that could startle the wildlife.
 

 animals.
 Do not use plastic or litter the forest. Carry the trash back with you or use the dustbins  

 provided.
 Last but not the least, always set out on a safari with an open mind. Leave expectations  

 of sightings behind and enjoy the views as they unfold before you. Remember that you are  
 a guest of the forest and are entering the animals’ territory. Respect their home and you  
 will cherish your visit for a long time to come.

ABOVE: 
A one-horned 
rhinoceros and 
her calf make their 
way through the 
forest.
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and the endangered swamp deer 
or barasingha. Tigers were, in fact, 
introduced through hand-rearing by 
Singh.  Zoo-reared tigers and leopards 
were given a new lease of life in these 
forests, and today their numbers 
have risen into hundreds. The pride 
of Dudhwa, these wild cats can be 
difficult to spot in the thick vegetation.

In 1984, rhinos were reintroduced 
in the park with a group of two male 
and five female rhinos translocated 

from Pobitora Wildlife Sanctuary, 
Assam to reignite their population 
that existed here about 150 years ago. 
The operation was successful and 
the number of one-horned rhinos is 
currently projected to be around 30. 
The area for these mammals has been 
earmarked as the 'rhino reintroduction 
area' and visitors can take an elephant 
safari to explore it. In fact, the 
population of rhinos is monitored on 
a regular basis by mahouts who comb 





G o T r a v e l   Wildlife
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ABOVE:
Sunset at 
Dudhwa.

the area almost daily on elephant-back 
and keep track of their numbers.

Dudhwa also happens to be home 
to several hundreds of swamp deer or 
barasingha, and more interestingly, it 
is one of the few places in the world 
where five species of deer coexist (the 
remaining four being the hog deer, 
barking deer, spotted deer and the 
sambar). 

The swamps are the best place to 
spot the barasingha and one will often 
find them in groups. The herds in 
Dudhwa make up more than half of 
the world's total population of this 
particular species of deer. 

If you are someone who wants to get 
away from the cacophony of the big 
city life, Dudhwa National Park makes 
for an ideal escape. 

GETTING 
THERE:                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                       
The easiest way 
to reach Dudhwa 
National Park is 
to take a train or 
travel by road from 
Lucknow. While 
Shahjahanpur is 
the nearest railway 
station, Lucknow is 
the closest airport.  
There are forest 
rest houses within 
the park apart from 
private hotels and 
resorts.  
The park is open 
from November 15th 
to June 15th and 
operates daily jeep 
safaris twice a day,  
7.00 a.m. to 10.00 
a.m. and 3.00 p.m to  
6.00 p.m.
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G o S h o w c a s e   New Launches 

With the sun shining hard upon us, it is time to take stock of 
our summer wardrobes. So, out go the jackets and layers. This 
weather is all about fresh styles and vibrant hues in fashion 
forward styles that work for any occasion. Contemporary ethnic 
brand Aurelia has launched its latest spring/summer collection 

mainstay, the collection also includes new-age geometric designs 

like denim jackets, cold shoulders, sharara bottoms, tiered skirts 

Anaqa 
Anaqa Jewels is out with their latest 
collection to complement both 

Modern Marvels, has given statement 
rings, bracelets and earrings a fresh 
interpretation. Created with Swarovski 
crystals, gold and rose gold plating, 
the range is perfect for all special 
occasions. With its one of a kind 
collection, these statements are bound 
to be showstoppers. 

Aurelia 

The Body Shop
Dull hair can be unsightly, however, 

Shampoo and Conditioner range will 
give dull hair that much needed shine 
and moisture. A non-greasy formula, the 
shampoo smoothes the cuticles, which 

Conditioner on for two-three minutes and 
rinse thoroughly. Lastly, rinse your hair 
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On the Shelf 
 A round-up of the latest offerings in the Indian market



Modern Princess  
by Lanvin
Lanvin's Modern Princess is for the 
free-spirited, glamorous woman of today. 
Playing with the theme of duality and 
contrast, the top notes of apples and 
redcurrants are refreshing while the 
middle notes are the more elegant freesia 
and jasmine. Lastly, the base note is 
a sensual one which includes a woody 
undertone of white musk, vanilla orchid, 
and blond wood.

Rimmel 
London
A long-lasting lip 
gloss is no longer 
going to be a part 
of your wish list. 
Rimmel London 
has come up with 
Oh My Gloss!, a lip 
range that lasts 
up to six hours. 

oil and vitamin E, 
these lip glosses 
are lightweight and 
non-sticky. Rimmel 
London’s gloss-
lock technology 
ensures that you 
don’t need to 
re-touch your lips 
every few hours. 
Currently available 
in 19 shades, the 
colour palatte 
includes shades 
of pink, rose red, 
fuchsia and nude.

Sarita Handa
Sarita Handa's eponymous label is out 
with their spring summer collection 
bringing colours of nature into personal 
spaces. From clean whites to gentle blues 
and muted greens, her collection spells all 
things summer. The collection comprises a 
white on white range, a tropical range and 
an art deco collection. The white on white 
collection includes bedding and cushions 
with hand-drawn embroidery and quilting. 
While the curated art deco collection is 
inspired by 20th century cubist artists, the 
tropical range includes themes inspired 
by nature. The colour palatte incorporates 
colours like greens and nautical shades 
of blue.

— COMPILED BY JULIE SAM
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A speeding yacht cuts through the water.
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SAYING IT WITH

YACHTS
                  The country’s eastern seaboard has just upped its attraction       
quotient as Visakhapatnam becomes the newest destination for  
                         yachting with a rollicking annual festival. Read about this and more...

Text ANITA RAO KASHI
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G o T r a v e l   Festivals

T
he mid-morning sun was beating down relentlessly, but a light 
breeze from the sea kept humidity at bay. It was near the end of 
March, but summer seemed to have arrived in full force long ago 
on the country’s eastern coast. However, standing on a little jetty 
near the harbour at Visakhapatnam (affectionately called Vizag) 

on Andhra Pradesh’s long coastline, the heat didn’t matter. Instead, it was 
the few gently bobbing yachts moored along the jetty, as part of the inaugural 
Vizag Yachting Festival (vizagyachtingfestival.com) that had me fascinated. 
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I was particularly riveted by a 
sparkling white vessel called The Rover 
since it looked pretty and inviting. But 
once I stepped on-board I realised just 
how convenient and self-sufficient it 
was, in addition to being aesthetically 
appealing. It was spacious with 
multiple seating areas, including an 
indoor section with comfy cushioned 
sofas and chairs, as well as a couple of 
beds. Everything was so compact, it 
seemed like a larger version of a doll's 
house. Still, I was drawn outside to 
the pointed front end, the bow, where 
a little wooden slat doubled as a seat. 
I happily perched on it as the yacht 
pushed off from the jetty. 

The vessel slowly navigated out 
of the harbour through its narrow 
mouth. Once it reached the sea, the 
captain opened up the throttle and 
sent the yacht ripping across the 
ocean. I was surprised by how fast 
it could go, skimming the surface of 
the water, catching the tops of waves 
and jumping ahead. The wind blew 
in full force and made for a fabulous 
experience. There were a handful of 
other yachts, all part of the festival, 
which aimed at transforming the city 
into a leisure maritime destination on 
the east coast. And although there are 
more ambitious plans for the port city, 
for the moment it was the festival that 
was the cynosure of all eyes.    

ABOVE: 
The scenic 
winding 
Visakhapatnam 
coastline.

RIGHT: A 
fisherman casts 
his net as the 
morning light hits 
the water.

Over the years, Vizag has had 
many epithets attached to it, such 
as ‘The Jewel of the East Coast’ and 
‘City of Destiny.’ It has worn them 
with an understated charm, what 
with stunning beaches and a relaxed 
vibe. Much before the bifurcation of 
Andhra Pradesh, Vizag was already an 
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ABOVE: 
Visakhapatnam 
is one of the 
largest cargo 
ports in India.

LEFT: 
Submarine INS 
Kursura is now a 
museum.

important city, with the Eastern Naval 
Command located here. However, 
today, it is the largest city in Andhra 
Pradesh and the state’s financial 
capital as well as its most  
important port. 

The yacht surged ahead, hugging 
the coast as the city skyline came into 
view. Tall buildings were soon dwarfed 
by undulating lush green hills, part 
of the Eastern Ghats, which came 
right up to the beaches. From where 
I sat, I had a fabulous perspective 
of the city. The sun was harsh, but a 
swift wind, briny and fresh, took away  E
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much of the bite. The yacht practically 
skimmed the water, bumping and 
thudding along its surface. Soon the 
sea got a bit rough and turbulent, and 
the vessel tossed around on the waves, 
sending giant splashes of water onto 
the deck. I was drenched in minutes, 
though it hardly mattered. I revelled 
in it. However, soon the sea became so 
gnarly that the vessel tossed around 
rather violently. I had to run for cover 
as the yacht headed back to the safety 
of the shore. 

Owing to the rough seas, water 
activities such as snorkelling were 



ABOVE:
Built in 1914, 
Kurupam or King 
Edward VII Market 
was the first market 
in the city.
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ruled out, but it provided the perfect 
opportunity to catch some of Vizag’s 
other sights. Despite the intense 
heat, I headed up to Kailasagiri, a 
hill towards the north of the city, that 
could be accessed by ropeway or road. 
I took the winding road up; each turn 
gave me glimpses of various facets of 
Vizag. At the top was a manicured 
park with kitschy statues and 
pathways. However, nothing could 
prepare us for the stunning panoramic 
views of the city and the coastline from 
the peak. The urbanscape formed a 
contrast to the hills and valleys on the 
other side, all of which was hemmed 
in by the beautiful coastline including 
the spectacular Rushikonda Beach 
further up north from Kailasagiri. 

As the afternoon got hotter, I 
decided to cool off a bit with a leisurely 
lunch and a snooze, but as evening set 
in and the temperature went down, I 
headed to Rushikonda Beach. Though 
it was crowded, the beach was largely 
pristine and the water—crystal clear 
and shimmering in the evening sun. 
Gentle waves washed up to the shore 
and the water was surprisingly cool 
as I waded in and stood at the edge, 
feeling the waves at my feet.

Once the sun vanished, darkness 
fell quickly and the sea looked like 
a rippling, dark grey mass. I headed 
back to the jetty where a large 
stage, which in the morning looked 
uninteresting, was now pulsating with 
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lights and sound as the Indian rock 
fusion band Indian Ocean got ready 
to perform. Soon the whole area 
throbbed with their distinctive style 
of music, the thumping seeming to 
seep up from the ground. Under a 
cloudless clear sky, the music and the 
gentle sea breeze made for a fabulous 
set-up and the sounds reverberated 
long after the band had wound up. 

Much of the four-day festival 
followed the same pattern. The 
next day, I woke up early to catch 
the sunrise and a long stroll along 
the beach before the sun became 
too strong. I opted to go museum-
hopping during the day and had 
a wide variety to choose from. 
At Visakha Museum, I gazed at 
relics and historical artefacts from 

the region. Vizag is also heavy on 
naval history and at INS Kursura 
Submarine Museum, a submarine 
docked near Ramakrishna Beach, 
I wandered around a beautifully 
curated exhibition. The city also 
features an aircraft museum, a 
cultural museum and even a museum 
of cinema. But I chose to go to the 
lovely Matsyadarshini Aquarium 
which had an array of freshwater 
and saltwater creatures which were 
fascinating to watch.  

TOP: Young men 
enjoy the surf 
at Rushikonda 
Beach.

LEFT: A row of 
boats lined up 
neatly at the dock.
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another concert. By the time I reached, 
rock and roll band Parikrama was ready 
to begin belting out their music. From 
the first note, the evening just kept 
getting better and reached a crescendo 
when actor and musician, Luke Kenny 
(of the film Rock On!!), joined in and 
really got the audience grooving to his 
musical histrionics. Once the band was 
done, a spectacular demonstration by 
flyboarder Simone Careddu brought the 
night to a brilliant close. 

Even though each day was 
packed with activities, the festival 
drew to a close too soon and it was 
time to head back home. But long 
after leaving the seaside, the gentle 
sea breeze, the distinctive smell of 
the sea, the rolling motion of the 
yacht, the electrifying sound of the 
bands and myriad other images 
were still etched in my mind. It 
seemed like the siren call of the sea 
had worked its unique brand of 
magic on me.    
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Up

 in 

the

 air

We take a look 

at some of the 

important 

names and facts

that every aviation 

buff should know.
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THE WRIGHT BROTHERS
Every time you fly by air, you have the 
Wright Brothers to thank. The year 
1903 was a landmark year in human 
history. Orville and Wilbur Wright 
changed the way we travel forever. 
On December 17 that year, the two 
drove their first controlled, powered 
flight in Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, 
United States of America. Considered 
to be the fathers of modern aviation, 
the model stayed up in the air for 12 
seconds and covered about 129 ft in 
its first flight! Unfortunately, their 
inaugural flight did come with its 
share of bumps. This feat got them 
in the newspapers, and the brothers 
gained instant fame. 

WHY DO AIRPLANES LEAVE A 
TRAIL OF CLOUD?
If you have witnessed an airplane 
flying against the deep blue sky, 
chances are that you may have also 
witnessed the trail of cloud it has 
probably left behind. These man-made 
clouds are nothing but “contrails,” 
and no, they aren't made of smoke. 
Airplane engines release water which 
combines with the much cooler air. 
This causes the water to condense, 
which turns into tiny icy crystals 
before it can melt away. At times, 
this vapour trail can be in the sky for 
some time; and sometimes, not. This 
depends on the moisture in the air. 

If the air is cold, the water turns 
into ice, which leaves a quick trail. And 
bam, you have a show in the sky!

WHY DO SOME ENGINES  
HAVE COMMAS?
The next time you notice a comma 
or a spiral or a swirl on the aircraft 
engine, do not take it to be a design 
element. In fact, those signals are 
single-handedly responsible for saving 
a lot of lives. Simply put, the design is 
a cue for on-ground staff to stay away 
from the engine. It works like this: the 
symbol in motion signals the staff that 
the engine is running. It is said that 
when the engine is on idle speed, it has 
a hazard area of 9 ft to both, the front 
and sides of the engine.

FIRST COMMERCIAL FLIGHT FLOWN BETWEEN ST.  
PETERSBURG AND TAMPA,  UNITED STATES
The New Year morning of January 1914 is an important 
date when it comes to commercial flying. Pilot Tony 
Jannus helmed the Lark of Duluth, the Benoist Type XIV 
to fly between St. Petersburg and Tampa, United States of 
America. Tony completed the journey in 23 minutes, with 
his only passenger, Abram C. Pheil, the then mayor of St. 
Petersburg. However, it wasn’t his designation that earned 
him that special seat—the booking of the seat came with a 
hefty price tag. Since it was an inaugural flight, getting the 
only seat meant bidding for it. Abram shelled out $400 for 
the very first passenger flight.

GEORGE CAYLEY GAVE  
US WINGS
Sir George Cayley is 
considered by many to be 
the first scientific aerial 
investigator and the first 
person to understand the 
underlying principles and 
forces of flight. An engineer, 
inventor and aviator, he built 
a functional aerial device, 
a model helicopter with 
contra-rotating propellers, 
in as early as 1796. Over the 
years, he went on to make 
many more contributions to the progress of aeronautical 
science, including the concept of the fixed-wing flying 
machine and the four forces that act on a heavier-than-
air flying machine (weight, life, drag and thrust). Today’s 
advances in aeronautics are built on the strong foundation 
of his work.

-
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Crossword

ACROSS

1 Sounds like a coniferous tree, this 
island country of the European Union 
(6)    
 

3 Honoré de ___ - French author of  
The Human Comedy (6)  
  

7 Capital of 1 Across (7)  
   

9 An island shared by two countries to 
the west of Australia (5)  
  

10 Friedrich ____ - co-authored  
Das Kapital along with Karl Marx (6)

 
11 One of six in cricket (5) 
    
13 This actor scared all of us in The 

Silence of the Lambs — 
(7)    
 

17 What William Shakespeare is of Avon 
(4)    
 

19 I most vividly recall that he said 
'pukes' (6)   
   

21 Capital city of Colorado in the USA (6) 

22 Captain of KKR in IPL 2018 — part of 
his name (6)   
  

23 Maldives and Thailand and Japan are 
a part of this continent? (4) 

DOWN

1  Per can bear the burden in this Southern Hemisphere capital city (8)
   
2 The villain of The Little Mermaid (6)    

4 A gaunt Indian meets Sir Viv Richards on this Caribbean island (7)
     
5 The former President of South Africa (4)   

  
6 Wozniacki, the Danish female tennis star (8)   

  
8 Young one of a swan (6)     

11 Poets say welkin when they refer to this (3)   
  

12 Bhim and Arjun to me, or Yudhisthir and Nakul to you (8)  
   

14 Carson City is where the Governor of this USA state is to be found (6)
     
15 Of Homo Sapiens, Erectus and Habilis (5)   

   
16 ____ Kumar, former Chief Minister of Bihar (6)   

    
18 The Sanskrit Tathastu, in Hebrew (4)    

  
20 Length multiplied by breadth for instance (4)

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9

10

11 12

13 14 15 16

17 18

19 20

21

22

23

1CYPR2US3B4AL5ZA6C

ARNUA

7NI8COSIA9TIMOR

BYUIAO

10ENGELSGL

RNA11STUM12PI

REKAAN

13A14NT15HO16NYNE

EUI17B18ARD

19VOMITSMA20A

AAI21DENVER

22DINESHNAE

AH23ASIA

— BY VENKATESH GOVINDARAJAN
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G o Ta r o t   On the  cards

What your cards reveal...
An overview of what to expect this month

Aries
 

You will be a lot more realistic about 
your future. In your work life, if you 

are still eager to entertain an idea that 
you were actively pursuing a few years 
ago, now is the right time to kick-start 
it. You seem to have the right team 
in place now. Many of you may worry 
about having lost your edge, but you 
have only grown mature with time 
and this has helped you see things 
differently. Your work will take you 
northwest of where you are, any place 
where temples are found in plenty.

Cancer
 
Although you may express yourself 

eloquently, it’s imperative to steer 
clear of an emotional outbreak. At 
home, do not get involved in someone’s 
drama since it will consume a lot of your 
precious time and energy. Step back to 
avoid any altercations. Keep your bags 
packed as a work trip takes you along the 
coast. 

Taurus
 
On the home front, things have 

never looked better. Financially, 
things seem a little tight. You won’t be 
able to move funds as and when you 
wish. You will see an opportunity to 
push through and do what’s expected. 
You will need to work hard to motivate 
yourself at work. However, there is 
a silver lining. You may take off on 
a holiday to the hills or somewhere 
south of where you are.

Leo
 
Many of you may see a major 

restructuring at work. Some may 
move to another workplace with your 
current boss while others may hang 
on for better options. Those who stay 
back will see growth in a few years’ 
time. Promotions come with travel, 
so keep your bags packed. You may 
not have enough time and energy to 
spend at home. A quick holiday with 
the family will help you relax.

Gemini
 

At home, instead of being unwilling 
to broach uncomfortable topics, 

it makes sense to face it. A good way 

sibling or cousin for help. This month 
will see you go through some tense 
moments at work. This could get your 
morale down. A good way to recover 
would be to spend some quality time 
with a friend anywhere in the west of 
where you currently are. 

Virgo
 

You will be forced into a holiday 
by your loved ones. If given a 

choice, choose a place where nature 
abounds. Many of you may undergo 

the current situation as a sign of 

the ground and then, once you have 
established a strong foundation, try 
again. Health-wise, it is a tricky time 
for those with lung and ENT issues.
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G o Ta r o t   On the  Cards

Libra
 
It’s a good time to travel for shopping, 

if you need to. The mood at home 
is light and happy! If anything, you 
will need to learn to speak your mind 
and heart. Don’t hold back because 
of your fear of being perceived as a 
negative person. Many of you will be 
busy with a wedding in the family.

Capricorn
 

You will be dealing with authority 
so behave with equal authority 

yourself. At work, you may need 

problems, some of which have been 
self-created. Use your cool to sort 
through problems. Demonstrate your 
competence through sensible action. 
Your work may see you travel to the 
east of where you live.

Scorpio
 

You will need to let go of 
unnecessary fears this month 

if you are looking to strengthen a 
budding relationship. Do not be scared 
of losing control. At work, you will need 
to keep your thinking cap on as this 
month requires you to be innovative. 
You may also need to compromise at 
some point. Remember, there is no 
right or wrong, there are just different 
perspectives to everything.

Aquarius
 

At home, things will be hectic 
and you will need to act wisely 

to get out of sticky situations. 
Start gearing up for a holiday to a 
cold destination. At work, soften 
your approach by acknowledging 
the expertise that others bring 
to the table. Being open to new 
information will help you maintain 
your authority and leadership. 

Sagittarius
 

The beach is your calling this month. 
Many of you may travel to an idyllic 

town to the south of where you are 
for either health reasons or simply 
on a holiday. At work, you will need 
to handle many more projects and 
resources since a colleague may be 

time but don’t let this setback bother 
you. Keep a positive attitude and solve 
problems head-on. You are closer to 
your goal than you think.

Pisces
 

You will need to be ready to receive 
new data that is contrary to what 

you previously knew. It is important to 
unlearn. Although you may be willing 
to take constructive criticism, you may 
get touchy if you feel that someone 
is questioning your core beliefs, 
however, some things are simply not 
up for debate. Emotionally, it’s not 
going to be an easy month.
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Flight Deck

Essential news and information from GoAir

116

GoBuzz

Find out what's been 
going on behind the 

scenes at GoAir

120

GoPride
Celebrating our 

quarterly achievers

118

Smart Experience

Find out about the offers and  
add-ons available when 

you Fly Smart

122

Schedule

Flight departure and 
arrival information



To book, visit: GoAir.in / mobile app Follow us on:

Payments on your flight bookings just got a lot 
easier with our multi-currency acceptance. 

YOUR EXCELLENCY
OR DEMOCRACY,
WE ACCEPT
YOUR CURRENCY.

Payment accepted in USD, AED, EUR, GBP, INR, KWD, OMR,

QAR, SAR, SGD, THB through                     payment gateway.                  

GoAir.in
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G o B u z z   Above and Beyond  

GoAir team pulls 
off a remarkable feat 

 

GoAir bags gold
for marketing  

 
There's more positive news pouring 
in for the GoAir team. The airline 

won the Gold Award for Email Marketing 
- Successful Use of Technology at the 
7th Global Customer Engagement Forum 
& Awards 2018 by Asian Consumer 
Engagement Forum (ACEF) in Mumbai 
last month. The team competed for 
campaigns, creatives and activities across 
various mediums of marketing along with 
over 200 companies across the globe. 
GoAir used real-time emails that were 
triggered using marketing automation 
tools to engage users at the right time 
with the right message, thereby delivering 
an enhanced customer experience. 
Founded in 2012, ACEF is organised by a 
team of professionals from India, 
Sri Lanka and UAE.

eam pulls

Leh makes for a picturesque landscape with its rugged mountains, deep-blue skies and the winding Indus River. The 
weather, however, can be a contrast—relentless, if not harsh. But this didn't deter the GoAir team from pulling off a 

Herculean feat. Recently, GoAir carried out the task of changing an engine at Leh, which is considered to be one of the highest 

are extremely proud of our dedicated GoAir team for having worked in tandem, despite the extreme weather conditions. Special 

extremely helpful in transporting our engine to Leh.





MAKE YOUR
COLLEGE ID YOUR
DISCOUNT VOUCHER
We understand that, as students, you need to travel more 
to learn more. We offer 5% discount on base fare and total 
25 kgs baggage allowance exclusively for students so 
that your learning can take flight.

THE
BALANCING ACT 
Business trips are important, so is the time you spend 
with your family. Make your business trips to other 
cities, just another day at work with our Same Day 
Return Flights across business cities in India.

OPEN YOUR 2ND INNINGS
WITH YOUR DREAM TRIP
Fulfill your dreams to visit the destinations you always 
wanted to. Avail 8% discount on base fare, designed 
exclusively for Senior Citizens. As they say, it’s never too 
late to check things off your bucket-list. 

ADDING WINGS
TO YOUR FLIGHT

We strive to make your every journey with us a Smart experience. To 
live up to our promise, we provide you with many choices, which 
make flying convenient and comfortable. To avail these offers log 

on to www.GoAir.in



GIVING REAL HEROES
THE PRIVILEGE
THEY DESERVE
We salute you for the brave-heart you are. Avail 10% 
discount on base fare and 10 kgs extra baggage allowance 
for all Defence personnel, including Police & Para Military 
forces as well as dependents who carry a valid Defence/ 
Defence personnel dependent card. These special offers 
are just a small symbol of our respect and admiration.

TAKE HOLIDAYS
ON-THE-GO
From the Northern most mountains to crystal waters down 
South, from scenic landscapes of the East to the cultural 
heritage of the West, we fly across the length and breadth of 
our magnificent country. Visit holidays.goair.in our one-stop 
to a memorable vacation.

FOR THE ONES WHO
NEED THEIR SPACE
Experience the luxury and comfort with GoBusiness. Take 
this time to unwind, relax and enjoy premium services up 
in the clouds. We exclusively offer you seating with extra 
elbow room, extra leg room, complimentary refreshments, 
35 kgs baggage allowance, complimentary chauffeur 
driven transfer, complimentary lounge access and many 
more services.
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GoPride 
Celebrating our star performers

PRASHANT DATTARAM GAWDE 

Department: Airside Operations
GoAir to me is: A home away  
from home.
My success mantra: Deliver timely 
excellence every time.
My motto in life: Grow with the 
employer.
My inspiration: A positive and  
competitive environment.

RAKESH SALUNKE

Department: Security
GoAir to me is: A platform for me to 
grow with ‘Fly Smart’.
My success mantra: Take even  
negative criticism in a  
positive way.
My motto in life: Become a  
successful person with honesty 
and hard work.
My inspiration: My mother.

REBECCA NATHAN PEZARKAR

Department: Space Control, 
Revenue Management
GoAir to me is: My second home.
My success mantra: Success is 
a tasty dish. Experience, 
patience, intelligence, 
knowledge, positive attitude, 
sincerity and dedication are 
its ingredients, but hard work 
is the salt that makes it tasty.
My motto in life: I want to be 
humble, kind and helpful.
My inspiration: My parents who 
encourage me and my family 
who motivates and supports 
me.

SANJIV KUMAR SINGH

Department: Airside Operations
GoAir to me is: A temple of 
learning and a house 
that transforms us into 
professionals.
My success mantra: The 3-D 
Philosophy: Dedication, 
Determination and 
Decision-making ability.
My motto in life: I want to 
become a skilled and 
mature individual to assure 
my personal growth.
My inspiration: My parents, 
and my past. The mistakes 
of my past have always 
inspired me to move ahead 
in life.

AMEY JOSHI

Department: Revenue Management
GoAir to me is: A pool of exploration.
My success mantra:
every negative thought that 
weighs you down.
My motto in life: Keep trying,  
never quit.
My inspiration: Each positive 
outcome.

DIGVIJAY MOHITE

Department: Security
GoAir to me is: Next to family.
My success mantra: Work smart with 
a positive attitude.
My motto in life: Earn money and 
live life in a simple manner.
My inspiration: My father.

JOGINDER SINGH

Department: Cabin Appearance 

GoAir to me is: Growth and success.
My success mantra: Work hard, be 
alert and disciplined.
My motto in life: Work hard,  
party harder!
My inspiration: My family. 

NISHAT BHARDWAJ

Department: Information  
Technology
GoAir to me is: A space to work  
with dedication to reach 
a destination.
My success mantra: Work till 
dawn.
My motto in life: Live and let 
live.
My inspiration: My parents.
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Flight Schedule
 

AHMEDABAD-BENGALURU
G8 802 Non-Stop 09:10 11:20 Tu 10-Apr-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 802 Non-Stop 09:10 11:30 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 804 Non-Stop 21:45 00:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-MUMBAI
G8 413 Non-Stop 00:35 02:00 Daily 26-Mar-2018 28-Oct-2018
G8 459 Non-Stop 09:25 10:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 537 Non-Stop 19:55 21:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-KOLKATA
G8 532 Non-Stop 06:10 08:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 702 Via JAIPUR 17:10 21:25 Daily 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-KOCHI
G8 701 Non-Stop 10:50 13:20 Tu 17-Apr-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 701 Non-Stop 10:50 13:30 Daily Ex Tu & Su 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-DELHI
G8 714 Non-Stop 22:15 00:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 718 Non-Stop 18:50 20:30 Daily 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 720 Non-Stop 09:35 11:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-GUWAHATI
G8 532 Via KOLKATA 06:10 10:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-GOA
G8 913 Non-Stop 17:55 19:35 Daily 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-HYDERABAD
G8 552 Non-Stop 20:40 22:20 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 553 Non-Stop 11:00 12:45 Daily Ex Su 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-CHANDIGARH
G8 911 Non-Stop 10:30 12:00 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-PORT BLAIR
G8 802 Via BENGALURU 09:10 14:30 Tu 10-Apr-2018 12-Jun-2018
G8 802 Via BENGALURU 09:10 14:30 Tu 18-Sep-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 802 Via BENGALURU 09:10 14:45 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 15-Jun-2018
G8 802 Via BENGALURU 09:10 14:45 Daily Ex Tu 15-Sep-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-JAIPUR
G8 702 Non-Stop 17:10 18:30 Daily 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-CHENNAI
G8 633 Via PUNE 21:20 00:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 912 Non-Stop 22:20 00:40 Daily 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-PUNE
G8 633 Non-Stop 21:20 22:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
AHMEDABAD-SRINAGAR
G8 911 Via PUNE 10:30 13:30 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
BHUBANESHWAR-MUMBAI
G8 247 Non-Stop 19:40 22:20 Daily 26-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 247 Non-Stop 19:55 22:35 Daily 15-Apr-2018 25-Jun-2018
BHUBANESHWAR-KOLKATA
G8 761 Non-Stop 11:30 12:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BHUBANESHWAR-PATNA
G8 761 Via KOLKATA 11:30 14:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-AHMEDABAD
G8 801 Non-Stop 06:20 08:40 Tu 27-Mar-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 801 Non-Stop 06:40 08:40 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 803 Non-Stop 18:55 21:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-MUMBAI
G8 320 Non-Stop 16:35 18:25 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 320 Non-Stop 16:35 18:25 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018

ROW LABELS ROUTING DEPT TIME ARR TIME FREQUENCY EFF DATE DIS DATE
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Flight Schedule
 

G8 395 Non-Stop 08:15 09:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 418 Non-Stop 05:45 07:20 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 526 Non-Stop 22:15 00:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-KOCHI
G8 654 Non-Stop 11:15 12:20 Daily Ex Tu 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 658 Non-Stop 18:10 19:20 Daily 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-DELHI
G8 116 Non-Stop 07:50 10:40 Daily Ex Sa 10-Apr-2018 26-Oct-2018
G8 116 Non-Stop 08:00 10:40 Sa 14-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 118 Non-Stop 20:50 23:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 120 Non-Stop 11:40 14:30 Daily Ex Su 26-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-GOA
G8 285 Non-Stop 15:45 17:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-HYDERABAD
G8 294 Non-Stop 18:45 20:05 Daily Ex Su 26-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 294 Non-Stop 18:55 20:05 Su 25-Mar-2018 21-Oct-2018
G8 894 Non-Stop 11:40 12:40 Su 25-Mar-2018 21-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-CHANDIGARH
G8 805 Via LUCKNOW 08:30 12:35 Tu 27-Mar-2018 08-May-2018
G8 805 Via LUCKNOW 08:30 12:35 Tu 05-Jun-2018 23-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-RANCHI
G8 373 Via PATNA 09:20 13:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-PORT BLAIR
G8 802 Non-Stop 11:50 14:30 Tu 10-Apr-2018 12-Jun-2018
G8 802 Non-Stop 11:50 14:30 Tu 18-Sep-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 802 Non-Stop 12:10 14:45 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 15-Jun-2018
G8 802 Non-Stop 12:10 14:45 Daily Ex Tu 15-Sep-2018 27-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-LUCKNOW
G8 805 Non-Stop 08:30 10:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 14-May-2018
G8 805 Non-Stop 08:30 10:50 Daily 05-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 805 Non-Stop 08:30 10:50 Daily Ex Tu 16-May-2018 04-Jun-2018
G8 805 Non-Stop 09:40 12:15 Tu 15-May-2018 29-May-2018
G8 808 Non-Stop 16:00 18:30 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 808 Non-Stop 16:40 18:30 Tu 27-Mar-2018 23-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-NAGPUR
G8 283 Via PUNE 05:45 08:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 812 Non-Stop 22:15 23:45 Daily Ex Tu & We 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 812 Non-Stop 23:00 00:45 Tu & We 27-Mar-2018 24-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-PATNA
G8 373 Non-Stop 09:20 11:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BENGALURU-PUNE
G8 241 Non-Stop 16:55 18:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 283 Non-Stop 05:45 07:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 292 Non-Stop 23:30 00:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 893 Non-Stop 15:10 16:35 Su 25-Mar-2018 21-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-AHMEDABAD
G8 363 Non-Stop 22:25 23:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 364 Non-Stop 19:30 20:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 365 Non-Stop 07:40 08:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-BHUBANESHWAR
G8 244 Non-Stop 16:50 19:10 Daily 26-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 244 Non-Stop 17:00 19:25 Daily 15-Apr-2018 25-Jun-2018
MUMBAI-BENGALURU
G8 317 Non-Stop 06:00 07:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 325 Non-Stop 22:40 00:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018

ROW LABELS ROUTING DEPT TIME ARR TIME FREQUENCY EFF DATE DIS DATE



GoAir.in

Download the GoAir App: Follow us on

APPY WEEKENDS
ARE HAPPY WEEKENDS.
Book on the GoAir mobile app on weekends
and get  ̀  250/-* off on one way journey
and ̀  500/-* off on return journey.
Use promo code

GOAPP250

Travel period: until 30th September, 2018
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G8 382 Non-Stop 14:35 16:15 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 382 Non-Stop 14:35 16:15 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 398 Non-Stop 21:00 22:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-KOLKATA
G8 511 Non-Stop 23:10 01:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-KOCHI
G8 336 Non-Stop 17:20 19:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 347 Non-Stop 10:45 12:55 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 347 Non-Stop 10:45 12:55 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-DELHI
G8 319 Non-Stop 09:55 12:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 327 Non-Stop 07:55 10:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 329 Non-Stop 06:05 08:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 339 Non-Stop 18:20 20:35 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 339 Non-Stop 18:20 20:35 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 341 Non-Stop 20:20 22:40 Daily Ex We & Th 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 345 Non-Stop 22:55 01:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 465 Non-Stop 12:05 14:20 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 465 Non-Stop 12:05 14:20 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 643 Non-Stop 21:15 23:30 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-GOA
G8 141 Non-Stop 11:30 12:35 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 141 Non-Stop 11:30 12:35 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 371 Non-Stop 16:25 17:50 Daily Ex We & Th 13-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 371 Non-Stop 16:25 17:50 Fr & Sa 26-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 371 Non-Stop 18:20 19:45 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 384 Non-Stop 22:10 23:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 575 Non-Stop 05:00 06:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-CHANDIGARH
G8 381 Non-Stop 08:30 11:00 Daily Ex Su 26-Mar-2018 11-May-2018
G8 381 Non-Stop 08:30 11:00 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-JAMMU
G8 287 Non-Stop 10:45 13:45 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 287 Non-Stop 10:55 13:45 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 287 Non-Stop 10:55 13:45 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-LEH
G8 386 Non-Stop 04:00 06:40 Daily 01-May-2018 30-Sep-2018
MUMBAI-RANCHI
G8 483 Non-Stop 16:10 18:40 Daily 11-Apr-2018 25-Jun-2018
G8 585 Via PATNA 10:25 14:55 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 585 Via PATNA 11:15 14:55 Daily 26-Jun-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 585 Via PATNA 11:15 14:55 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 705 Non-Stop 08:30 10:55 Su 25-Mar-2018 21-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-PORT BLAIR
G8 305 Via CHENNAI 05:50 10:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 461 Non-Stop 04:00 07:25 Daily 01-Oct-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 461 Non-Stop 04:00 07:25 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-JAIPUR
G8 390 Non-Stop 05:45 07:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 391 Non-Stop 13:30 15:25 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 391 Non-Stop 13:30 15:25 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-LUCKNOW
G8 397 Non-Stop 15:10 17:20 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 397 Non-Stop 15:10 17:20 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 401 Non-Stop 10:35 12:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018

Flight Schedule
 

ROW LABELS ROUTING DEPT TIME ARR TIME FREQUENCY EFF DATE DIS DATE
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MUMBAI-CHENNAI
G8 303 Non-Stop 18:35 20:30 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 305 Non-Stop 05:50 07:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-NAGPUR
G8 142 Non-Stop 18:50 20:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-PATNA
G8 585 Non-Stop 10:25 13:05 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 585 Non-Stop 11:15 13:40 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 585 Non-Stop 11:15 13:40 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
MUMBAI-SRINAGAR
G8 287 Via JAMMU 10:45 14:55 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 287 Via JAMMU 10:55 14:55 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 287 Via JAMMU 10:55 14:55 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 386 Via LEH 04:00 08:00 Daily 01-May-2018 30-Sep-2018
KOLKATA-AHMEDABAD
G8 537 Non-Stop 16:40 19:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 701 Via JAIPUR 06:05 10:15 Daily Ex Su 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-BHUBANESHWAR
G8 605 Non-Stop 09:55 11:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-MUMBAI
G8 512 Non-Stop 23:30 02:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 537 Via AHMEDABAD 16:40 21:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-DELHI
G8 102 Non-Stop 14:25 16:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 106 Non-Stop 23:20 02:00 Daily Ex Mo & Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 227 Non-Stop 05:45 07:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-GUWAHATI
G8 532 Non-Stop 09:20 10:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-HYDERABAD
G8 121 Non-Stop 06:40 08:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 125 Non-Stop 17:20 19:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-BAGDOGRA
G8 538 Non-Stop 12:55 14:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-PORT BLAIR
G8 101 Non-Stop 08:35 10:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-JAIPUR
G8 701 Non-Stop 06:05 08:20 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-PATNA
G8 761 Non-Stop 13:35 14:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOLKATA-PUNE
G8 393 Non-Stop 22:05 00:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOCHI-AHMEDABAD
G8 702 Non-Stop 13:50 16:40 Tu 17-Apr-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 702 Non-Stop 14:00 16:40 Daily Ex Tu 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOCHI-BENGALURU
G8 653 Non-Stop 09:35 10:35 Daily 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 657 Non-Stop 16:30 17:35 Daily Ex Tu 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOCHI-MUMBAI
G8 345 Non-Stop 20:05 22:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 348 Non-Stop 13:25 15:30 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 348 Non-Stop 13:25 15:30 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOCHI-DELHI
G8 345 Via MUMBAI 20:05 01:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
KOCHI-JAIPUR
G8 702 Via AHMEDABAD 13:50 18:30 Tu 17-Apr-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 702 Via AHMEDABAD 14:00 18:30 Daily Ex Tu 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018

Flight Schedule
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KOCHI-CHENNAI
G8 651 Non-Stop 05:45 07:00 Daily 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 655 Non-Stop 12:55 14:10 Daily Ex Tu 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 659 Non-Stop 19:50 20:55 Daily 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-AHMEDABAD
G8 713 Non-Stop 20:10 21:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 717 Non-Stop 16:45 18:20 Daily 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 719 Non-Stop 07:25 09:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-BENGALURU
G8 113 Non-Stop 05:50 08:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 124 Non-Stop 15:25 18:10 Daily Ex Su 26-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 286 Via GOA 10:40 15:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 557 Non-Stop 18:50 21:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-MUMBAI
G8 334 Non-Stop 07:40 09:55 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 334 Non-Stop 08:00 10:15 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 334 Non-Stop 08:00 10:15 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 336 Non-Stop 14:25 16:35 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 336 Non-Stop 14:25 16:35 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 338 Non-Stop 10:40 12:50 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 338 Non-Stop 10:40 12:50 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 429 Non-Stop 20:55 23:20 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 446 Non-Stop 19:35 22:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 530 Non-Stop 07:00 09:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 544 Non-Stop 22:45 01:00 Daily Ex We & Th 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 640 Non-Stop 18:20 20:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-KOLKATA
G8 101 Non-Stop 05:45 08:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 103 Non-Stop 20:10 22:35 Daily Ex Mo & Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 105 Non-Stop 21:20 23:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-KOCHI
G8 336 Via MUMBAI 14:25 19:35 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 336 Via MUMBAI 14:25 19:35 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-GUWAHATI
G8 153 Via BAGDOGRA 11:30 14:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 851 Non-Stop 10:50 13:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-GOA
G8 286 Non-Stop 10:40 13:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-HYDERABAD
G8 422 Non-Stop 20:35 22:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 423 Non-Stop 07:35 09:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 425 Non-Stop 05:40 07:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-BAGDOGRA
G8 153 Non-Stop 11:30 13:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 157 Non-Stop 13:35 15:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-CHANDIGARH
G8 1115 Non-Stop 14:25 15:25 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
DELHI-JAMMU
G8 185 Non-Stop 14:00 15:30 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 697 Non-Stop 12:50 14:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-LEH
G8 203 Non-Stop 06:30 07:55 Daily 10-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 215 Non-Stop 04:55 06:30 Daily 01-Jun-2018 30-Sep-2018
G8 215 Non-Stop 05:05 06:30 Daily 01-May-2018 31-May-2018
G8 221 Non-Stop 09:25 10:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 715 Non-Stop 08:30 09:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018

Flight Schedule
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DELHI-RANCHI
G8 145 Non-Stop 08:55 10:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 167 Non-Stop 17:50 19:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-PORT BLAIR
G8 101 Via KOLKATA 05:45 10:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-LUCKNOW
G8 1611 Non-Stop 16:05 17:20 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 188 Non-Stop 16:55 18:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 207 Non-Stop 04:55 06:10 Daily 01-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 268 Non-Stop 12:00 13:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-PATNA
G8 131 Non-Stop 12:35 14:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 133 Non-Stop 15:20 16:55 Daily Ex Mo & Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 135 Non-Stop 06:10 07:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 149 Non-Stop 18:00 19:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 231 Non-Stop 14:00 15:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-PUNE
G8 171 Non-Stop 18:20 20:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 173 Non-Stop 07:55 10:15 Sa 31-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 173 Non-Stop 08:50 11:00 Daily Ex Sa 25-Mar-2018 26-Oct-2018
G8 275 Non-Stop 19:50 22:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
DELHI-SRINAGAR
G8 128 Non-Stop 09:15 10:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 190 Non-Stop 05:30 06:55 Daily Ex Sa 25-Mar-2018 26-Oct-2018
G8 199 Non-Stop 13:45 15:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 337 Non-Stop 15:45 17:15 Daily 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
GUWAHATI-KOLKATA
G8 546 Non-Stop 11:05 12:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
GUWAHATI-DELHI
G8 153 Non-Stop 15:30 18:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 851 Via BAGDOGRA 13:55 17:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
GUWAHATI-BAGDOGRA
G8 851 Non-Stop 13:55 14:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
GOA-AHMEDABAD
G8 914 Non-Stop 20:05 21:45 Daily 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
GOA-BENGALURU
G8 286 Non-Stop 13:45 15:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
GOA-MUMBAI
G8 372 Non-Stop 18:20 19:40 Daily Ex We & Th 13-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 372 Non-Stop 18:20 19:40 Fr & Sa 26-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 372 Non-Stop 20:15 21:30 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 380 Non-Stop 23:55 01:20 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 381 Non-Stop 06:40 07:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 478 Non-Stop 13:05 14:30 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 478 Non-Stop 13:05 14:30 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
GOA-DELHI
G8 285 Non-Stop 17:30 20:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
GOA-HYDERABAD
G8 572 Non-Stop 22:10 23:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 662 Non-Stop 11:00 12:20 Su 22-Apr-2018 21-Oct-2018
GOA-CHANDIGARH
G8 381 Via MUMBAI 06:40 11:00 Daily Ex Su 26-Mar-2018 11-May-2018
G8 381 Via MUMBAI 06:40 11:00 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
HYDERABAD-AHMEDABAD
G8 551 Non-Stop 08:25 10:30 Daily Ex Su 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 554 Non-Stop 18:20 20:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018

Flight Schedule
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HYDERABAD-BENGALURU
G8 291 Non-Stop 09:25 10:55 Tu 27-Mar-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 291 Non-Stop 09:25 11:00 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 896 Non-Stop 13:10 14:40 Su 25-Mar-2018 21-Oct-2018
HYDERABAD-KOLKATA
G8 122 Non-Stop 20:40 22:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 123 Non-Stop 06:55 09:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
HYDERABAD-KOCHI
G8 701 Non-Stop 11:40 13:30 Su 22-Apr-2018 21-Oct-2018
HYDERABAD-DELHI
G8 421 Non-Stop 05:35 07:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 424 Non-Stop 10:20 12:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 426 Non-Stop 23:00 01:20 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
HYDERABAD-GOA
G8 571 Non-Stop 20:10 21:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 661 Non-Stop 08:25 10:00 Su 22-Apr-2018 21-Oct-2018
HYDERABAD-LUCKNOW
G8 558 Non-Stop 13:15 15:15 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BAGDOGRA-AHMEDABAD
G8 537 Via KOLKATA 14:40 19:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BAGDOGRA-KOLKATA
G8 537 Non-Stop 14:40 16:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BAGDOGRA-DELHI
G8 758 Non-Stop 16:25 18:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 851 Non-Stop 15:20 17:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
BAGDOGRA-GUWAHATI
G8 153 Non-Stop 13:55 14:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
CHANDIGARH-AHMEDABAD
G8 913 Non-Stop 15:35 17:20 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
CHANDIGARH-BENGALURU
G8 382 Via MUMBAI 11:30 16:15 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 382 Via MUMBAI 11:30 16:15 Daily Ex Su 11-Apr-2018 11-May-2018
G8 382 Via MUMBAI 11:30 16:15 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 805 Non-Stop 13:05 16:05 Tu 27-Mar-2018 08-May-2018
G8 805 Non-Stop 13:05 16:05 Tu 05-Jun-2018 23-Oct-2018
CHANDIGARH-MUMBAI
G8 382 Non-Stop 11:30 13:50 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 382 Non-Stop 11:30 13:50 Daily Ex Su 11-Apr-2018 11-May-2018
G8 382 Non-Stop 11:30 13:50 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 382 Non-Stop 15:55 18:25 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
CHANDIGARH-DELHI
G8 1114 Non-Stop 11:30 12:45 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
CHANDIGARH-GOA
G8 913 Via AHMEDABAD 15:35 19:35 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
CHANDIGARH-SRINAGAR
G8 911 Non-Stop 12:30 13:30 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
JAMMU-MUMBAI
G8 287 Via SRINAGAR 14:15 18:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
JAMMU-DELHI
G8 171 Non-Stop 16:00 17:30 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 196 Non-Stop 14:45 16:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
JAMMU-PUNE
G8 171 Via DELHI 16:00 20:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
JAMMU-SRINAGAR
G8 287 Non-Stop 14:15 14:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018

Flight Schedule
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LEH-MUMBAI
G8 386 Via SRINAGAR 07:10 11:25 Daily 01-May-2018 30-Sep-2018
LEH-DELHI
G8 194 Non-Stop 10:25 11:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 204 Non-Stop 08:25 09:55 Daily 01-May-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 216 Non-Stop 07:00 08:20 Daily 01-May-2018 30-Sep-2018
G8 220 Non-Stop 11:25 13:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
LEH-SRINAGAR
G8 386 Non-Stop 07:10 08:00 Daily 01-May-2018 30-Sep-2018
RANCHI-BENGALURU
G8 373 Non-Stop 13:35 15:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
RANCHI-MUMBAI
G8 484 Non-Stop 19:10 21:45 Daily 11-Apr-2018 25-Jun-2018
G8 585 Non-Stop 15:25 17:55 Daily 26-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 706 Non-Stop 11:25 13:50 Su 25-Mar-2018 21-Oct-2018
RANCHI-DELHI
G8 146 Non-Stop 11:15 13:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 148 Non-Stop 20:05 22:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
PORT BLAIR-AHMEDABAD
G8 803 Via BENGALURU 15:15 21:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 15-Jun-2018
G8 803 Via BENGALURU 15:15 21:10 Daily 15-Sep-2018 27-Oct-2018
PORT BLAIR-BENGALURU
G8 803 Non-Stop 15:15 17:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 15-Jun-2018
G8 803 Non-Stop 15:15 17:55 Daily 15-Sep-2018 27-Oct-2018
PORT BLAIR-MUMBAI
G8 304 Via CHENNAI 10:55 15:35 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 304 Via CHENNAI 10:55 15:35 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 304 Via CHENNAI 10:55 17:45 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 465 Non-Stop 07:55 11:25 Daily 01-Oct-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 465 Non-Stop 07:55 11:25 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
PORT BLAIR-KOLKATA
G8 102 Non-Stop 11:25 13:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
PORT BLAIR-DELHI
G8 102 Via KOLKATA 11:25 16:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 465 Via MUMBAI 07:55 14:20 Daily 01-Oct-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 465 Via MUMBAI 07:55 14:20 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
PORT BLAIR-CHENNAI
G8 304 Non-Stop 10:55 13:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
JAIPUR-AHMEDABAD
G8 701 Non-Stop 09:00 10:15 Daily Ex Su 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
JAIPUR-MUMBAI
G8 389 Non-Stop 08:10 10:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 392 Non-Stop 15:55 17:40 Daily 26-Jun-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 392 Non-Stop 15:55 17:40 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 392 Non-Stop 15:55 17:55 Daily 15-Apr-2018 25-Jun-2018
JAIPUR-KOLKATA
G8 702 Non-Stop 19:00 21:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
JAIPUR-KOCHI
G8 701 Via AHMEDABAD 09:00 13:20 Tu 17-Apr-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 701 Via AHMEDABAD 09:00 13:30 Daily Ex Tu & Su 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 701 Via AHMEDABAD 09:00 13:30 Su 22-Apr-2018 21-Oct-2018
JAIPUR-HYDERABAD
G8 701 Non-Stop 09:00 11:00 Su 22-Apr-2018 21-Oct-2018
LUCKNOW-BENGALURU
G8 806 Non-Stop 19:00 21:40 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
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G8 806 Non-Stop 19:00 22:25 Tu 27-Mar-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 807 Non-Stop 11:20 13:50 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 807 Non-Stop 12:50 16:05 Tu 15-May-2018 29-May-2018
LUCKNOW-MUMBAI
G8 396 Non-Stop 17:55 20:20 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 402 Non-Stop 13:25 15:45 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 402 Non-Stop 13:25 15:45 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
LUCKNOW-DELHI
G8 1610 Non-Stop 13:25 14:30 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
G8 175 Non-Stop 18:30 19:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 208 Non-Stop 07:00 08:20 Daily 01-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 269 Non-Stop 13:40 14:40 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
LUCKNOW-HYDERABAD
G8 559 Non-Stop 15:45 17:45 Daily Ex Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
LUCKNOW-CHANDIGARH
G8 805 Non-Stop 11:20 12:35 Tu 27-Mar-2018 08-May-2018
G8 805 Non-Stop 11:20 12:35 Tu 05-Jun-2018 23-Oct-2018
CHENNAI-AHMEDABAD
G8 451 Via PUNE 21:05 00:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 911 Non-Stop 07:30 10:00 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 911 Non-Stop 14:55 17:20 Su 03-Jun-2018 21-Oct-2018
CHENNAI-MUMBAI
G8 302 Non-Stop 05:05 07:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 304 Non-Stop 13:40 15:35 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 304 Non-Stop 13:40 15:35 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 304 Non-Stop 15:35 17:45 Tu 23-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018
CHENNAI-KOCHI
G8 652 Non-Stop 07:45 09:05 Daily 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 656 Non-Stop 14:45 16:00 Daily Ex Tu 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 660 Non-Stop 21:40 22:55 Daily 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
CHENNAI-CHANDIGARH
G8 911 Via AHMEDABAD 07:30 12:00 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
CHENNAI-PORT BLAIR
G8 305 Non-Stop 08:15 10:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
CHENNAI-PUNE
G8 451 Non-Stop 21:05 22:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
NAGPUR-BENGALURU
G8 284 Via PUNE 20:45 23:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 811 Non-Stop 06:00 07:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
NAGPUR-MUMBAI
G8 141 Non-Stop 09:20 10:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
NAGPUR-GOA
G8 141 Via MUMBAI 09:20 12:35 Daily 11-Apr-2018 22-Oct-2018
G8 141 Via MUMBAI 09:20 12:35 Daily Ex Mo, Tu & Su 24-Oct-2018 27-Oct-2018
NAGPUR-PUNE
G8 284 Non-Stop 20:45 22:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
PATNA-BENGALURU
G8 373 Via RANCHI 12:20 15:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
PATNA-MUMBAI
G8 585 Via RANCHI 14:10 17:55 Daily 26-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 586 Non-Stop 14:10 16:50 Daily 15-Apr-2018 25-Jun-2018
PATNA-KOLKATA
G8 762 Non-Stop 15:20 16:30 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
PATNA-DELHI
G8 132 Non-Stop 16:10 17:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
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G8 134 Non-Stop 17:25 19:30 Daily Ex Mo & Tu 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 136 Non-Stop 08:15 10:00 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 150 Non-Stop 20:05 21:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 229 Non-Stop 14:45 16:25 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
PATNA-RANCHI
G8 373 Non-Stop 12:20 13:05 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 585 Non-Stop 14:10 14:55 Daily 26-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
PUNE-AHMEDABAD
G8 451 Non-Stop 23:15 00:45 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
PUNE-BENGALURU
G8 242 Non-Stop 18:45 20:10 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 284 Non-Stop 22:30 23:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 293 Non-Stop 01:25 02:55 Daily 26-Mar-2018 28-Oct-2018
G8 895 Non-Stop 17:05 18:25 Su 25-Mar-2018 21-Oct-2018
PUNE-KOLKATA
G8 394 Non-Stop 22:30 01:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
PUNE-DELHI
G8 172 Non-Stop 20:55 23:20 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 174 Non-Stop 10:45 13:10 Sa 31-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 174 Non-Stop 11:30 13:45 Daily Ex Sa 25-Mar-2018 26-Oct-2018
G8 176 Non-Stop 01:20 03:35 Daily 26-Mar-2018 28-Oct-2018
PUNE-CHENNAI
G8 633 Non-Stop 23:05 00:55 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
PUNE-NAGPUR
G8 283 Non-Stop 07:35 08:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
SRINAGAR-AHMEDABAD
G8 913 Via CHANDIGARH 14:00 17:20 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
SRINAGAR-MUMBAI
G8 287 Non-Stop 15:25 18:15 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 386 Non-Stop 08:30 11:25 Daily 01-May-2018 30-Sep-2018
SRINAGAR-DELHI
G8 129 Non-Stop 11:10 12:50 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 149 Non-Stop 15:40 17:20 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
G8 192 Non-Stop 07:25 08:50 Daily Ex Sa 25-Mar-2018 26-Oct-2018
G8 335 Non-Stop 17:45 19:20 Daily 16-Apr-2018 27-Oct-2018
SRINAGAR-CHANDIGARH
G8 913 Non-Stop 14:00 15:05 Daily Ex Su 01-Jun-2018 27-Oct-2018
SRINAGAR-PATNA
G8 149 Via DELHI 15:40 19:35 Daily 25-Mar-2018 27-Oct-2018
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 Schedule is subject to DGCA authority approvals  Bookings are open on www.goair.in 

Current schedule at the time of going to print. Passengers are advised to refer to the schedule at www.goair.in 

available on our website www.goair.in. Additionally, you may also log on to www.dgca.nic.in or 
email sugam.dgca@nic.in for your travel related grievances. Additionally, you may also log on to www.airsewa.gov.in

Kindly refer to our website for more information














